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From the Editor
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Proud to be a Member of
the “Third Floor Club”?
By Ted A. Donner

O

ne of the letters to the
editor in this issue is from
Mia McPherson who
wrote about her decision to go on
this year’s President Trip to Phoenix
Arizona. In her letter, McPherson
describes herself as a “fourth floor
girl” and talks about how much she
enjoyed herself on that recent DCBA
excursion with a heartfelt, “thank
you for letting me into your club,
third floor!”
In response, we had to ask, “Is
the DCBA that focused in family
law? How did it get to be known as
the ‘Third Floor Club’?” The third
floor of the DuPage County Judicial
Center is where most of the family
law judges have their courtrooms.
Most of the criminal law courtrooms
are on the fourth floor while the civil
and chancery divisions are primarily
located on the second floor. The idea
that the DCBA may be considered
a “Third Floor Club” is thus a bit
distressing, particularly to those of us
who only get there for the occasional
trip to the Attorney Resource Center.
Now, granted, there have been a
number of active DCBA members
who practice in family law. Susan
Alvarado and Angel Traub, the past
and current Judge’s Nite producers
are both in family law, for example,
as is Sharon Knobbe, this coming
year’s President Elect. But Kevin
Millon, the Judge’s Nite director
these last many years, handles
workers compensation cases.
Only one of the last five DCBA

Presidents (Hon. Tom Else) and
just one of the last five editors of the
DCBA Brief (Tony Abear) has been
a family lawyer. The rest all practice
in civil litigation, bankruptcy, and
other areas of law.
It is true that domestic relations
represents a very active area of
practice in DuPage County. The LRS
statistics each month show that, in
the last couple years, more people
have generally sought family law
counsel than other areas of practice.
DuPage County Legal Aid also
tends to handle more cases involving
family law issues and the Night
Court and Help Desk programs at
the courthouse, for which many
DCBA lawyers volunteer their time,
are there to help people through
domestic relations matters.
Still, one look through the roster
of committees in the DCBA and the
membership directory should make
clear that the DCBA is hardly just a
“Third Floor Club.” There are lots of
us in the DCBA that don’t practice
in family law - really there are. The
idea that the DCBA is somehow
dominated by family lawyers is thus
a myth we hope to someday put to
rest.
As you peruse this issue, you’ll
see that, thanks to the efforts of
Executive Director, Leslie Monahan
(not a family lawyer), DCBA
President Steve Ruffalo (not a
family lawyer) and States Attorney
Bob Berlin (clearly not a family
lawyer), the DCBA has over 50 new

members who all work as Assistant
States Attorneys (and are thus not
family lawyers). We’re also grateful to
David Madden (not a family lawyer)
for his work as this issue’s Articles
Editor and to John Pcolinski, Jr.
(not a family lawyer) for his work on
this issue’s expanded News & Events
section.
Next month, we’re presenting
a series of articles and features in
celebration of the 20th Anniversary
of the Courthouse, so this is our last
regular edition of the DCBA Brief
for the 2010-11 year. We hope you’ll
find a diverse array of informative
items in this issue that are of interest
regardless of your area of practice.
Having said all that, yes, that
is Judge Robert Anderson on the
cover this month and yes, Judge
Anderson is the Presiding Judge of
the Domestic Relations Division.
He was in fact interviewed for this
issue by Sean McCumber who, okay
yeah... Sean is a family lawyer. □
Ted A. Donner is an AV-rated attorney
with Donner & Company Law Offices
LLC and an adjunct professor with
Loyola University Chicago School of
Law. He is the author of two national
treatises for Thomson-West including
Jury Selection: Strategy & Science
and the Attorney’s Practice Guide to
Negotiation. He was the Editor-inChief of the DCBA Brief for 2007-08
and served as Associate Editor in 200607 and 2009-10.
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President’s Message

An Introduction to
Your New DuPage
County Bar Foundation
By Steven M. Ruffalo

T

he DuPage County Bar
Foundation was established
in 1997 through the efforts
of many including the late Hon.
Anthony M. Peccarelli. The Foundation exists as a charitable 501(c)
(3) arm of the DuPage County Bar
Association and is presided over by
the Immediate Past President of the
DCBA. Under the leadership of
Kent A. Gaertner, we have had a very
productive year which has included
the DCBA’s Fall Golf Outing benefitting the Foundation along with many
other cooperative efforts undertaken
by Lawyers Lending a Hand.
While I have written in past editions of this page extolling the many
virtues of LLH and praising the tireless efforts of Eddie Wollenberg and
Judge Paul Marchese, I have not had
the opportunity to update our Membership as to the recent changes that
are underway within the Foundation.
To that end, it bears mentioning that
as of our meeting on April 20, 2011,
we have doubled the number of
members who can sit on the Foundation’s Board of Directors from nine to
18. Also, the Foundation has recently
undertaken a collaborative effort with
the Honorable Ted Duncan, Robert
J. Schillerstrom and Justice Louis
S. Rathje to complete a dedication
in honor of Judge William J. Bauer
in whose name the Court Annex will
soon be dedicated. These three fine
gentlemen have voluntarily formed

a committee to consummate this
tribute, and we are delighted to assist them in this meaningful endeavor
in the weeks to come. You will hear
more of the details behind this effort,
but I can say without reservation that
they are well organized and fully engaged. We can be confident they will
see to it that this dedication serves
as a lasting reminder not only of the
honor and integrity of Judge Bauer
throughout his career in the law, but
also as an exhibit of historical interest
and legal significance.
Similarly, on April 20, the Foundation approved Grant Applications
for CASA of DuPage and the Juvenile
Diversion/Three Fires Council, contributing a total amount of $5,000
to these organizations to enable them
to continue on with the good work
each does here in DuPage County.1
The Foundation has also earmarked
$12,000 in scholarship funds which
it will award at the DCBA Installation Dinner on June 9, 2011 at the
1 CASA of DuPage is discussed in the
News & Events section of this issue of
the DCBA Brief. The Juvenile Diversion
Program, which was among the groups
featured in last month’s Law Day edition,
is a cooperative effort of the Three Fires
Council of the Boy Scouts of America,
DuPage County Probation Department
and the DCBA. The program provides a
positive alternative to court processing
for first-time misdemeanor juvenile
offenders. DCBA members who serve as
volunteer leaders for the program have
been an essential part of its success.

Hyatt Lodge in Oak Brook. The recipients of these scholarships will be
selected after they have been fully
vetted during interviews conducted
by Foundation Board Members, Angie Aliota, Chantelle Porter and
Elizabeth Pope.
In the weeks and months to come,
we will be introducing new initiatives
which, after much deliberation and
planning, the Foundation has recently undertaken to improve the structure and include special offerings of
the Foundation. These include several new scholarship plans to allow
DCBA members the ability to create
President’s Message
continued on Page 6 »

Steven M. Ruffalo is the President of the
DuPage County Bar Association. He
is also a member of Fuchs & Roselli,
Ltd. where he serves the litigation
and pre-litigation needs of small to
mid-sized family and closely held
business organizations. Mr. Ruffalo
graduated from the University of
Illinois at Chicago in 1984. He began
his professional career in the Division
General Counsel’s office of the Unisys
Corporation in 1988 while earning
his law degree from the John Marshall
School of Law and his Masters in
Business Administration from Rosary
College. Mr. Ruffalo also currently
serves as Assistant Village Attorney for
the Village of Hinsdale and as a Fellow
of the American Bar Association.
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and fund their own scholarships, including ways to offer a legacy gift in
tribute to someone special, in whose
name yearly scholarship awards will
be offered. These new scholarships
may be based upon specific criteria
which are determined to be of importance by those responsible for settling
the scholarship through the Foundation.
One of the primary goals of the
Foundation is to take a more vibrant
and active role in creating legacy
funding which will make possible
future endowment programs and
ensure long term, consistent giving within the following areas of its
Charter: “to foster and maintain the
honor and integrity of the profession
of law; to improve and facilitate the
administration of justice; to promote the study of the law; to acquire,
preserve and exhibit rare books and
documents, subjects of art and items

of historical interest having legal
significance; and to assist deserving
members of the DuPage County Bar
and their dependents who are ill, incapacitated or superannuated.”
In closing, I consider the Foundation to be lucky to include Kent
Gaertner among its Past Presidents.
He has proven himself – again -- to
be a great contributor not only to the
DCBA but to the DuPage County
Bar Foundation as well. Kent and
I have become great friends over
the past several years of service and
I have learned a great deal from him
in serving both the Bar and this great
Foundation. As you see Kent out
and about, please take a moment to
thank him; his efforts and leadership have helped to make the DCBA
and the Foundation much improved
organizations and we will not soon
forget his many sacrifices toward that
end. ¨
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editors:
All these years, I had no idea
that there was a fun side to the
courthouse. Thanks again for letting
me participate. As others take their
turn to be editors, they will have a
challenge trying to come close.
Stefan Borges
Editor’s Response: Thanks, Stefan,
it is amazing that we’re still getting
letters, like yours, in response to this
year’s DCBA Grief. We’ve heard “The
Grief was the best ever....” We’re told
the editors “and other anonymous
contributors have outdone themselves”
and we’re even picking up a few “likes”
on Facebook. We’re grateful to Editor
Melissa Piwowar, John Pcolinski,
Terry Benshoof, Rob Potter and
everyone else who helped this year. Oh,
and Pat Hurley, we are sorry, Pat. We
hope the nickname “Gilligan” doesn’t
follow you too far into your career.
Dear Editors:
When I read in the [DCBA Brief ]
that the DCBA was going to spring
training I thought, no way; (1) I’m
a fourth floor girl, (2) I don’t really
know those people, and (3) my
number one rule in life is don’t party
where you practice. But this winter
sucked, they were going to see my
beloved Cubs, and they were going
on my birthday, must be a sign! So I
packed up my girlfriends, Peggy and
Liz, and headed to Arizona with those
third floor people.
We partied, we learned, we were
given psychological evaluations by
Judge Rod Equi, we watched the
Cubbies win, we swam, we made
s’mores by the fire (shout out to Mo),
we went down the water slide and we
partied where we practice but most
importantly for me we bonded. Thank
you for letting me into your club,
third floor! For the most part what
8
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happened at the Arizona Biltmore is
staying at the Arizona Biltmore except
for old and new friendships and a
bunch of Tommy Bahamas shirts.
Mia McPherson
Editor’s Response: The third floor club?
Those of us who only get to the third floor
on Thursday mornings for doughnut day
aren’t quite sure how to take that, Mia.
Is the DCBA that focused in family law?
How did it get to be known as the “third
floor club”?
Dear Editors:
I want to thank you for all the
work you have done this year with
the Brief. I am amazed at the amount
of time and effort you have put into
producing a quality magazine! The
Law Day issue was wonderful. You
have raised the bar for your successors!
Also, the Mega Meeting issue was
outstanding - of course, you know I
am prejudiced. I truly appreciate your
efforts and time. Thank you.
Liz Whitney
DCBA Law Day Coordinator
Editor’s Response: Wow, thanks, Liz.
We aren’t worried about our successors,
though. Eric Waltmire is already
hard at work getting this next year’s
publication schedule together. In the
meantime, the incoming Associate
Editor, David Madden, is this issue’s
Articles Editor. We think the future is in
good hands. Just take a look at what
David’s done this month....
Dear Editors:
I became aware of a recent email
sent to members of the Real Estate
Law committee involving fraudulent
solicitations to engage in buy/sell
transactions. I just wanted to let
you know that I believe our family
law list has been harvested. I and
other attorneys in family law have
been receiving solicitations to engage

in overseas/foreign post decree
“collection” of delinquent support/
money judgments from former
spouses, with compelling stories;
I pursued one such solicitation
recently, and when I made certain
demands for verification, with details
and other independent information,
it quickly became apparent that this
was an elaborate scheme to get to my
IOLTA account; The web has many
stories of banks, lawyers and law firms
being scammed by these techniques,
so I wanted to remind everyone that
even seemingly “innocent” inquiries
need to be vetted. Foonberg said
“sometimes the best clients you have
are the ones you don’t take.”
David H. Keay
Keay & Costello, P.C.
Next issue: The DCBA Brief is
celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the
DuPage County Judicial Center with
a special edition. We’ve already gotten
quite a few letters for that issue but
plan on running an expanded Letters to
the Editor section to include whatever
thoughts you may have to share about
the courthouse, Judge William Bauer
(for whom the courthouse annex was
recently named), and whatever memories
or anecdotes you might otherwise want
to share about your memories in the
DCBA this last twenty years. Please
send your thoughts to email@dcbabrief.
org. We look forward to hearing from
you! □
Have something say about the DCBA, this
magazine, or anything you’ve read in these
pages? Send your letters to the DCBA Brief
by email to letters@dcbabrief.org or write
to DCBA Brief, 126 South County Farm
Road, Wheaton, Illinois 60187. The DCBA
Brief reserves the right to edit any letters we
publish because of space considerations. We
look forward to hearing from you.
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DCBA Rolls Out New Website

A

revamped DCBA website
(www.dcba.org) was introduced on April 20, 2011 after
much anticipation and hard work on
the part of Executive Director Leslie
Monahan and Financial Manager
Jacki Hamler among others. Though
the process took more than two years,
considerable progress was made after Monahan was hired as Executive
Director and spearheaded the effort.
“I got involved in work on the website
soon after I started with DCBA because I knew it was something the bar
had been struggling with for awhile.
We needed to get the project done
and finished,” said Monahan who
credited Hamler with doing “a ton of
work along the way.”
Developed by Webitects of
Chicago, the site marks a significant
improvement over the older site and
eases access to such information as local rules, membership directory infor-

By John J. Pcolinski, Jr.

mation, Driver Improvement School
and committee meetings. Monahan
said, “Webitects is a group that mostly works with associations. They understand what a member is and how
membership works. They understand
our structure and were recommended
by other associations.”
New features include an on-line
store, the ability to synchronize association events with Outlook automatically and one stop sign-up and payment for Driver Improvement School.
“To get the new website working, we
needed to make sure the membership database integrates with the site
so that the directory works properly,”
Monahan said. “We needed to get the
calendar set up so that, instead of a list
of events with a flyer you could download, which is how it used to work,
you could register for events straight
from the calendar. Steve Ruffalo also
wanted people to be able to add events

directly from the calendar into their
Outlook calendars and that’s there.”
The website will continue to be a
resource for members who want to
get a record of their CLE credits accrued as a result of attending association sponsored meetings; registration
for those meetings can now be accomplished with the website.
Initial user responses are favorable and there are already plans in the
works for refinement and new features. “It’s pretty cool. I particularly
like the ability to sign up for CLE and
keep track of my hours on the site,”
said long time DCBA member Mark
Kalina. “The CLE summary provides
me with valuable backup in the event
my records are lost or destroyed and
creating my account was a snap.” All
members are invited to provide feedback and suggestions for improvement. □
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Nearly 400 Gather For Judge’s Nite
By Melissa Piwowar

O

n February 25, 2011, nearly
400 DCBA members and
DuPage judiciary packed
the Abbington in Glen Ellyn for
the 36th annual Judge’s Nite. The
band, cast and crew, said DCBA
President, Steven Ruffalo in his
introduction, “offer up a special night
of entertainment, the subjects of
which are our Judges, the Bar and the
judicial system in which many of us
make our living.” Ruffalo said that,
12
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in past years, he has observed many
of the judges “saunter by their tables
and then, as nonchalantly as possible,
don their reading glasses and sneak
a quick peek at [the] playbill.... My
guess is that a goodly portion of them
are quickly scanning their playbills in
order to prepare themselves for a night
on which they have either dodged a
bullet or will be portrayed in a good
spirited poke at their proclivities.”
Traditionally each year opens with

the presentation of the “Deep Gavel”
award to the judge who takes the
most ribbing at the previous years
festivities. This year the award went to
Judge Blanche Fawell. As the evening
ensued, what followed was chock
full of hysterical ribbing, jabbing,
poking and an occasional elbow at the
DuPage judicial community.
An article in the DCBA Brief
about the evenings festivities would
be remiss without mentioning what

could arguably be considered the
highlight of the show. The DCBA
Brief made what is believed to be its
first appearance during a song entitled
“Steve Ruffalo.” The song featured
“Ruffalettes” Carole Mallen, Lili
Cinta, and Carmel Huseman along
with Henry Kass as the man himself
giving the DCBA’s fearless leader some
grief over his efforts to maintain the
“image” of the DCBA while wearing a
velvet smoking-style jacket.
First time cast members this year
included Maryanna Callas, Jeff
Jacobson, Christina Morrison, Todd
Scalzo and Marty Tasch. Producer
and cast member Angel Traub credits
the backstage crew with being the

backbone of the production. “They
put in so much time, and we couldn’t
do it all without them. Many of them
are spouses and non-attorneys. Robin
Roe is a member of the Legal Aid staff
and has been Stage Manager for as
many years as I have been involved
and for a long time before that.”
Writers Kevin Millon and Patrick
Hurley put in countless hours and
manage to out do themselves every
year as does the rest of the cast and
crew. This years cast members also
included: Angela Aliota, Terry
Benshoof, Dion Davi, Darlene
Dodds, Mike Drabant, Alycia
Fitz, Mary Gaertner, Connie
Gessner, Lisa Giese, Chris Hage,

Crystal Kelly, Roger Kotecki,
Sean McCumber, Nic Nelson, Tim
Newitt, Chantelle Porter, Jay Reese,
Jim Reichardt, Art Rummler, Mark
Schmidt, David Sigale, Judge Ron
Sutter and Christa Winthers.
Additional contributors to this
year’s production included: Steve
Armamentos, Donna Benshoof, Jeff
Dalton, Joe Del Giudice, Angela
Guldan, Beth Hage, Laura Hois, Sue
Macovec, Frank Markov, Jennifer
Marshalek, Greg Martucci, Don
Provenzale, Jr., Jack Provenzale,
RJ Recording, Troy Traub, Frank
Wesolowski, Dave Winthers, Linda
Winthers and Matt Winthers. □
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Justice Jorgensen Appears in Support of CASA
For “Hands Around the Courthouse”

T

he weather was particularly
bad on April 19, 2011, so
the attendees for CASA’s first
“Hands Around the Courthouse”
event were forced indoors that day.
Still, despite the strong winds and
rain, a great many people turned
out, making this a particularly
successful event for the organization.
The keynote speaker for the day,

Justice Ann Jorgensen, was quick
to emphasize the “remarkable work
that CASA does.” Justice Jorgensen
explained how she was introduced to
CASA on her first day as Chief Judge
and lauded the “truly extraordinary
work that CASA does.”
CASA
volunteers
(Court
Appointed Special Advocates) are
trained and supported by paid CASA
staff to monitor court cases involving
children who have been adjudicated
as abused or neglected. “Cases that
qualify for CASA,” Justice Jorgensen
thus explained, “are among the most
challenging a judge hears. One of the
greatest assets a judge has is when a
CASA volunteer is assigned.”
“The CASA volunteers,” Justice
Jorgensen continued, who commit
to working with the children in these
cases for at least 18 months at
a time, are “unsung heroes.”
The room in which Justice
Jorgensen spoke was filled
to capacity with people who
had come through difficult
weather for the simple
chance to be among those
celebrating the work of these
volunteers, as well as to honor
the importance

of their efforts. “The pinwheels,”
Justice Jorgensen said, as she pointed
to an urn of blue pinwheels to her
right, “were to be placed outside
today. Each one of these 63 pinwheels
represents a child that died last year in
Illinois from abuse.”
On behalf of everyone there
and those who couldn’t be, Justice
Jorgensen thanked the 118 volunteers
who had given their time in the last
year helping 342 kids. After one
high school senior read a poem
from the podium and a moment
of silence, the color guard marched
in, and the ceremony ended. Many
stayed for lunch and to meet the
dozens of volunteers who were
there in attendance. To learn more
about CASA of DuPage, visit www.
dupagecasa.org. □

From top left (clockwise): Judge Ann Jorgensen; CASA Executive Director, Lisa Drake; Justice Jorgensen with a bouquet of
ribbons commemorating CASA’s work in 2010; attendees at
CASA’s Hand Around the Courthouse event.
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DCBA Welcomes New Assistant
States Attorney Members

D

uPage County’s new States
Attorney, Robert Berlin,
has been in office for just
a few months, but he already seems
committed to building a strong
relationship between his office and the
DCBA. In February, he and DCBA
President Steve Ruffalo announced
that the roughly 100 Assistant
States Attorneys in DuPage County
would all soon be paying members
of the DCBA. On April 21, 2011,
the DCBA welcomed the new ASA
members at The Bank Restaurant in
Wheaton. Ruffalo introduced Berlin
who then spoke to the standing
room only crowd for a few minutes
from the staircase, emphasizing his
commitment to the DCBA and his
belief that “it is important our ASAs
be members of the bar association.”
“In years past,” Berlin said, “the bar
association and the ASAs have been
two separate entities, but we have the
largest office in the community. It’s
important we be a part of things.”
Berlin thanked Ruffalo and DCBA
Executive Director, Leslie Monahan,
for “making it happen” and thanked

everyone in attendance for their
support. “I am honored to be serving
as States Attorney,” he said, “and I
can’t begin to tell you how much this
means. We appreciate all the support
these last few months.”
As Berlin concluded his remarks,
Ruffalo returned to his side and the
two shook hands. Ruffalo then
turned to the crowd and added one
more important note to the evening.
Since the Bank event had first been
announced, after serving in the
position on an interim basis, Jeff York
was confirmed as the DuPage County
Public Defender. Ruffalo thus raised
his glass for one more toast. “This is
to honor Jeff York,” he said, “and his
appointment to the Public Defender’s
office.” The hundreds in attendance,

states attorneys, public defenders and
civil litigators, then settled in for an
evening of cocktails, hors d’oeuvres and
a chance to get to know each other
better. □

From top(clockwise): DCBA
President Steve Ruffalo with
States Attorney Bob Berlin;
Joe Emmerth, Chantelle Porter, Colleen McLaughlin, and
Todd Scalzo; new ASA members; Lynn Cavallo.
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Sun, Fun, & Education - Cubs-MCLE in Phoenix
By Sean McCumber

O

n March 4, 2011, a
contingent
of
DCBA
attorneys, DuPage County
Judges, and their families, gathered
in Phoenix, Arizona for what was
promised to be an enjoyable trip with
quality continuing legal education.
President Steve Ruffalo promised
me as much as he twisted my arm,

ever so gently, to book myself for this
adventure. I must admit, he delivered.
I arrived at the Biltmore with my
partners, Juli Gumina and Joseph
Emmerth, and checked in. As we
wandered aimlessly in our attempt
to locate our room in the myriad of
villa-styled buildings, we encountered
a relaxed Judge Rodney Equi, who
also had a room
on the far side of
the complex. No
matter, because the
room was fantastic
and the view of
the fairway of the
9th hole was quite
nice. Our evening
commenced with
a cocktail event in
Wright’s Bar, just
off the hotel lobby.
This was a chance

for attorneys from the domestic
relations division to mingle with the
civil litigators, and for transactional
attorneys to share a drink with
criminal defense attorneys. It is these
moments that I value as a member of
the DCBA - my chance to meet other
lawyers and share some war stories
and some laughs.
After cocktails, many groups
splintered off for late dinners. Juli,
Joe, and I joined Mia McPherson,
Peggy O’Connell, and Elizabeth
Pope at the restaurant patio. We
enjoyed dinner around the outdoor
fireplace and had some more laughs.
The topper to the evening was the
s’mores platter brought to us. We sat
in a classy restaurant, making s’mores
from cedar plank plates and sterno
burners.
As I awoke early Saturday morning,
I ambled slowly toward the conference

Scenes from the President’s Trip to Phoenix Arizona in March, 2011.
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center for the CLE that was promised
to me. Judge Neal Cerne began our
session with a presentation about
“Civility in the Law.” Judge Cerne
shared a Florida discipline case wherein
two attorneys attempted to sink lower
faster by email, highlighting two
important points: (1) email is forever,
and (2) nothing about a litigation
matter should ever be enveloped into
the lawyer’s personality or behavior.
Our newest Circuit Judge, Robert
Gibson, then gave a presentation on
“Advising Distressed Homeowners.”
He brought to light many of
the problems that people face in
foreclosure actions and outlined the
process of a foreclosure action from
complaint to sheriff sale. After a short
break, Judge Equi presented on “The
Psychology of Persuasion: Making the
Most of Your Communication Style.”
Everyone in the room took a brief
personality test to determine whether
they were Thinkers, Feelers, Intuitors,
or Sensors (I earned a chocolate bar for
my score on the Sensor-scale). Judge
Equi took us through each personality
style and how they communicate and
perceive communications. This topic
was extremely useful, as it provided
insight into how to argue and how not
to argue. Judge John Demling closed
our seminar with his presentation,
“Custody and Removal: How to
Effectively Make Your Case.” Using

clips from the movie, The Squid & the
Whale, Judge Demling’s presentation
highlighted many of the arguments
raised by lawyers in custody disputes,
especially in cases where a party is
seeking joint, shared custody.
With just enough time to change
clothes and freshen up, we met in
front of the hotel to board our bus to
Hohokam Stadium in Mesa, Arizona.
Yes, we were off to watch the Cubs
take on the San Diego Padres in a
spring training match-up. For some
reason, some of our attorney and
judge colleagues were not fans of the
Cubs, but rather that little league
team that plays on the south side of
Chicago. Thankfully, I had Mary
McSwain, the most die-hard Cubsfan attorney I know, there with me
to enjoy the Cubs. As we enjoyed
the game from along the first base
side, the Cubs brought us a 9-4
victory over the Padres. 	T h o u g h
the game was the conclusion of the
organized activities for our DCBA
trip, no one was heading home that
minute. Some attorneys and judges
had golf plans. Some enjoyed the late
night pool amenities of the Biltmore.
Some even went on motorcycle rides.
Whatever it was that anyone did to
unwind, the weekend of education
and camaraderie reminded all of us
exactly why it pays to be a member of
the DCBA. □

LRS Posts Totals
For March, 2011

T

he Lawyer Referral and Mediation
Service provides referrals to
participating attorneys and serves
the community by putting people in
contact with a local attorney. For more
information or to join the LRS, contact the
Bar Center at (630) 653-7779 or visit www.
dcba.org. Please refer prospective clients to
(630) 653-9109. The Lawyer Referral &
Mediation Service received a total of 878
referrals (534 by telephone, 1 walk-in &
302 by Internet) for the month of March.
□ Administrative
0
Animal Law

0

Appeals

37

Bankruptcy

21

Business Law

18

Civil Rights

5

Collection

32

Consumer Protection

9

Contract Law

4

Criminal

162

Elder Law

5

Employment Law

33

Estate Law

20

Family

200

Federal Court

0

Government Benefits

8

Immigration

0

Insurance

2

Intellectual Property

3

Mediation

3

Mental Health

0

Military Law

0

Personal Injury

36

Real Estate

67

School Law

5

Social Security

1

Tax Law

1

Worker’s Compensation

6
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Justice Anne Jorgenson, Former Supreme Court Justice Louis Rathje, Former DCBA President Glenn

Gaffney, Chief Judge Stephen Culliton, DCBA President Steven M. Ruffalo

For the past eight years, the DCBA Brief
has consistently asked the same
photographer, Robert E. Potter III,
to shoot its most important covers.
When the DCBA Brief wants a memorable
image that will withstand the test of time
and show its people in the best light,
the editors turn to Robert E. Potter III.
www.REP3.com
For portrait, architectural, and evidence
photography, if you want to look your best,
the number to call is 312-226-2060.

Kincaid Receives Dual Honors from ISBA, ISBF

J

ohn Kincaid, of Mirabella,
Kincaid, Frederick & Mirabella
LLC was twice honored by the
Illinois bar in April of this year. On
April 21, 2011, he received the Illinois
Bar Foundation’s DuPage County
Fellows Beacon of the Profession
Award. A week later, he was among
seven Illinois attorneys who were
named Laureates of the Academy of
Illinois Lawyers by the Illinois State
Bar Association.
“We’re very proud of him,” said his
partner, Joe Mirabella. “I couldn’t
say there’s a better lawyer in the
State of Illinois and I’ve known him
a long time. I asked him to join me
when he was a partner at Hinshaw
Culbertson back in 1970 and we’ve
been working together ever since.
He’s an outstanding lawyer, in my
opinion. His morals and ethics are
above reproach. You couldn’t ask for a
better lawyer anywhere.”
The 2011 Class of Laureates were
inducted on Tuesday, April 26, 2011,
at The Standard Club in Chicago
during a ceremony conducted
by attorney John G. O’Brien of
Arlington Heights, Chancellor of the
Academy Board of Regents. Kincaid
was nominated by Illinois Appellate
Court Justice Ann B. Jorgensen, By
his induction, Kincaid was recognized
“as a master of the legal profession
who has excelled in the practice of
law, as well as his generosity in giving
back to the profession.”
Referring to him as a “pillar of the
profession,” Justice Jorgensen said
Kincaid is someone who represents
“the epitome of what a lawyer should
be. He has achieved what other lawyers
strive to be…he is a gentleman and a
scholar of the law.”

A long-time member of
the DCBA, Kincaid is a past
president who also served
as the DCBA’s General
Counsel and chaired its
Professional Responsibility
Committee. He is also a
past member of the inquiry
panel for the Attorney
Registration & Disciplinary
Commission and past
president of the Illinois Bar
Foundation.
“I’ve
known
John
Kincaid for two decades,”
the
DCBA’s
current
President, Steve Ruffalo,
said, “and it is no surprise
that his accomplishments
are being acknowledged
and rewarded by these
awards. That he has been
so recognized by the ISBA
and the ISBF gives us a
great source of pride as he
is and always will be a product of the
DuPage County legal community.
I hope people will make a point of

joining me in congratulating him
as we see him in the courthouse or
elsewhere in the community.” □

Supreme Court Rules Committee Considering
Changes for Civil Jury Trials
On May 20, 2011, the Illinois Supreme Court Rules Committee held a
public hearing to consider the possibility of a formal procedure to allow
jurors to ask questions of witnesses in civil trials. “Illinois judges are
reluctant to allow juror questioning without guidance from the Illinois
Supreme Court,” the committee announced, “Hence, the discussion
whether a new Supreme Court rule is needed.”
The committee is also considering a change to the rules that
“would prohibit parties and attorneys from including Social Security
numbers in all documents filed in or with the court.” The proposed
amendments may be viewed at www.state.il.us/SupremeCourt/Public_
Hearings/Rules/. □
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Chief Judge Stephen
Culliton Awarded “Spirit
of John Marshall”
by raleigh Kalbfleisch

C

ongratulations to Judge
Stephen Culliton, Chief
Judge of the Eighteenth
Judicial Circuit Court. Judge Culliton
accepted his “Spirit of John Marshall”
award at an April 8, 2011 reception
hosted by The John Marshall Law
School. Judge Culliton, a 1970 graduate of the law school, was honored
as an esteemed and highly respected
individual, and as someone who up-

holds the ideals of the law school.
Supreme Court Forms Committee
to Study Foreclosures. Just to carry
over a thought from my last article
about volunteering your time for a
worthy cause, below are some of our
esteemed members of the bar who are
doing just that. The Illinois Supreme
Court announced a special committee to study and formulate proposals
to help those facing the loss of their
homes and improve the judicial
process in mortgage foreclosures
throughout Illinois.
The proposal was brought to Chief Justice
Thomas L. Kilbride and the
Court by Supreme Court Justice
Mary Jane Theis. The Supreme
Court asked the Committee to recommend to the Court mortgage
foreclosure rules to be implemented statewide. Circuit Court Judge
Lewis M. Nixon, supervising judge

(LtoR) Illinois Appellate Court Justice
Joseph Birkett, Chief
Judge Stephen Culliton; John R. Lee,
president of The John
Marshall Law School
Foundation.

(LtoR) Elizabeth Pope, Judge Brian McKillip, Joe Glimco, & Susan Alvarado at DAWL’s Judges Reception.
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of the Mortgage Foreclosure section of
the Cook County Circuit Court, will
chair the Committee. Other members
include Judge Mathias W. Delort,
Cook County Circuit Court, currently hearing mortgage foreclosure cases;
Circuit Judge Robert G. Gibson,
18th Judicial Circuit DuPage County,
Wheaton; and Richard M. Guerard,
attorney and partner, Guerard, Kalina
& Butkus, Wheaton, Illinois.
New Members. A great many
new members have joined this last
month from the DuPage County
State’s Attorneys Offices, including Alexander A. Sendlak, Angela
Humes Brown, Anthony Chmura,
Bernard J. Murray, Cathleen
DeLaMar, Charles N. Ogan,
Claudia C. Fantauzzo, David G.
Bayer, Deborah
Brewer, Eleni
Helen Kapas, Eric Telander, Erin
M. Fowle, Frederick P. Flather,
Jennifer L. Godar, Jennifer A.
Lindt, John
Botti, Katarzyna
Malkinska, Kathleen H. Bachmann,
Kenneth
Tatarelis, Kirsten C.
King, Lisa Anne Hoffman, Mary E.
McDonnell, Michael P. O’Donnell,
Nancy K. Wilson, Nicole WilkesEnglish, Robert K. Willis, Ryan
Raleigh Kalbfleisch is an attorney in
Carol Stream who concentrates in
domestic relations law. She received
her undergraduate degree from
Purdue University and her J.D. from
Quinnipiac University School of Law.

requested with a mini- to any person previously convicted of
mum value of $150. a crime in another jurisdiction. Judge
Golfers are welcome Culliton thus ordered that, for cases in
to register in groups or which the conviction was entered in
individually. The out- the Eighteenth Judicial Circuit, such
ing will be a scramble cases will be referred to the original
with a shotgun start at sentencing judge (or the courtroom
1:00 PM. The DCBA to which the case was originally
Committee Calendar assigned) and that cases from other
has ended for the jurisdictions should as assigned a
year. After the new Miscellaneous Remedy number and
Officers and Directors heard in Chancery.
The Office of the Chief Judge is
are sworn in earlier in
the month, on June also taking applications from attor20, 2011 the new neys interested in being appointed to
Committee
Chairs represent persons whom the State is
Justice Ann Jorgensen, Lindsay Stella, Lisa Giese, & Jason
and Vice Chairs are seeking to commit as a sexually danShore at DAWL’s Judges Reception.
meeting at Maggiano’s gerous person pursuant to the Sexually
Wharrie, Sarah Gabis, Shantikumar in Naperville to get started on the Dangerous Persons Act (725 ILCS
Kulkarni, Steven
Knight and 2011-12 schedule. Incoming DCBA 205/0.01 et seq.) or as a sexually vioTimothy J. Diamond.
President Colleen McLaughlin will lent person pursuant to the Sexually
We also want to welcome: William introduce the new committee leader- Violent Persons Commitment Act
P. McGowen III of McGowen & ship and preside over the
McGowen, PC, Charles C. Bletsas orientation.
of Anderson, Rasor & Partners, LLP,
DAWL Hosts Judges
Charles L. Lowder of Everest, LLC, Reception. A great time
Daniel A. Cotter of Lindemann was had by all at DAWL’s
LLC, Edyta Salata, Michelle Lin of Judge’s Reception in
Passages Hospice, LLC, Robert D. April at the Arrowhead
Spickerman of Codilis & Associates, Country Club. If it seems
P.C., Robin Spadoni, Stephan that the bulk of the atGregorowicz, Christina Ranallo, torneys and judges in
Corinne E. Flondor, Jordan T. the pictures accompanyKlein, Kathaleen Mundy and Vickie ing this article are from
Judge Paul Fullerton, Judge Patrick Leston, Judge
L. St. Germain, all of whom have the third floor, you are right. We Timothy McJoynt, and Judge C. Stanley Austin at the
now joined the DCBA.
know how to have a good time in Judges Reception.
Cress Creek to Host DCBA Golf domestic relations, especially after
Outing. The annual DuPage County hours.
(725 ILCS 207/1 et seq.) Upon apBar Association golf outing will be
News From the Courthouse. On pointment, counsel will be compenheld on June 27, 2011 at Cress Creek April 11, 2011, Chief Judge Stephen sated at a rate of $100 per hour. By
Country Club in Naperville. The pro- Culliton entered Executive Order no. Supreme Court Rule compensation
gram includes a box lunch, 18 holes of 11-17, which addresses problems that to be paid to an attorney shall not
golf with a cart and dinner. Golf and arise for those convicted of a crime exceed $5,000. Attorneys interested
dinner is $200. Golf only is $160 and who are eligible for a certificate of in serving as appointed counsel in
Dinner only is $65. Sponsorship op- good standing. 730 ILCS 5/5.5-15 these types of cases should submit a
portunities exist for the beer cart, the provides for the circuit courts to issue cover letter and curriculum vitae to:
box lunches and shirts for the golfers a certificate of relief while 730 ILCS Chief Judge Stephen J. Culliton, 505
as well as individual hole sponsorship. 5/5-5.5-30 allows for the circuit courts N. County Farm Road, Room 2015,
Donations of raffle and/or cash are also to issue certificates of good standing Wheaton, Illinois 60187. □
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From this month’s
articles editor

Articles from
Lawyers & Paralegals

What’s On
The Menu
This Month
By David M. Madden

T

his month the DCBA Brief
Café is serving some alphabet
soup. Our expert chefs have
been hard at work preparing a delicious feast for the mind. We think that
you will particularly enjoy the NLRB,
FLSA, POA, and the sure-to-please
QDRO. Did we whet your appetite? If
so, read on for more details about each
delectable course.
First up is a sweet-and-sour submission from Phillip Schreiber and
Kenneth Jenero with a uniquely insightful examination of the changing
tides in labor relations. Their article anticipates how a shift in the membership
of the National Labor Relations Board
since the election of President Barack
Obama will likely affect the Board’s decisions on several important issues for
management and labor. For example,
Phil and Ken’s article examines how the
current Board likely would rule differently on the use of employer e-mail systems for union organizing.
Next is a spicy concoction from past
DCBA Executive Chef Glenn Gaffney
regarding the increasing perils facing
employers who cut corners on employee pay. Glenn’s article discusses a recent
Seventh Circuit opinion which expands
employees’ federal class action remedies
under the Illinois Minimum Wage
Law and the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Also, a new amendment to the Illinois
Wage Payment and Collection Act adds
monthly penalties against employers
for unpaid wages, and expands a private
cause of action for employees to enforce

their rights under that statute.
Elizabeth McGuan entices us with a
fresh from the market entrée regarding
the recent overhaul of the Illinois Power
of Attorney Act. While the power of attorney law was amended largely to curb
abuse by agents, Elizabeth emphasizes
that there is still potential for abuse
under the revised law, and offers useful guidance for minimizing the risk to
vulnerable principals.
For dessert, Dorothy Voigt has prepared a sweet sensation on dividing
defined-contribution plans in domestic relations cases, that is sure to have
you coming back for more. Dorothy
outlines the statutory requirements for
Qualified Domestic Relations Orders,
and offers practical advice for addressing common issues, such as how to plan
for a change in value of the retirement
account after the order is entered but
before the distribution is made.
For those who still have room,
we also have articles from two NIU
students, Matthew J. Jakobsze and
Matthew Dowd, and the Sidebars this
month from Ron Menna and Anne
Therioux. Bon appétit! □
David M. Madden is the President of
David M. Madden Law Offices, P.C.,
Lisle, Illinois, where his practice is
concentrated in business and consumer
bankruptcy, creditors’ rights, business
litigation, business services, and estate
planning. He received his BA from
Michigan State University and his J.D.
DePaul University College of Law.

The articles published in this magazine are generally contributed by
lawyers and paralegals who are
members of the DCBA. If you are
interested in submitting an article
to be considered for publication
in the DCBA Brief, please contact
the magazine’s Associate Editor,
Eric Waltmire, at ericwaltmire@
dcbabrief.org.
Our publication
guidelines for author submissions
appear at dcbabrief.org/submissions.html. Practicing attorneys
whose articles are selected for publication in the DCBA Brief are qualified to receive CLE credit under the
applicable Illinois rules.

Student Articles
The DCBA Brief has a long standing commitment to providing a
forum for law students in the Chicago metropolitan area. If you are
a law student who attends one of
these schools or otherwise has an
interest in the practice of law in
DuPage County, you can join the
DCBA for no charge and are then
eligible to contribute articles to
be considered for publication. If
you have interest in submitting a
student article, please contact our
Student Articles Editor, Mark Carroll at markcarroll@dcbabrief.org.

Sidebars
The life blood of the DCBA is its
committees, many of which are
made up of practitioners with an
interest in particular areas of legal
study. In addition to the many CLE
seminars they host, these committees put together case law updates
that then appear in this section
of the magazine as “Sidebars.” If
you know of any recent decisions
or changes in the law our readers
should know about, please contact
Sidebars Editor, Melissa Piwowar, at
melissapiwowar@dcbabrief.org
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Double Whammy: Employers
Engaged In Systematic Wage Theft
Best Beware
By Glenn R. Gaffney

I

n a bad economy, employers do what they must to survive. Layoffs,
reductions in force and reduction of other capital expenses are all legal.
However, hiring illegal aliens and others to work at less than minimum
wage, failure to pay overtime to non-exempt employees, misclassification
of employees as independent contractors, refusal to pay job preparation or
work travel time, failure to pay for working
lunches and other such missteps run afoul of the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA),1 as well as the Illinois
Minimum Wage Law (IMWL).2 Employers who perceive
that it is worth the risk to engage in such practices should
now think twice. A recent Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
decision now allows plaintiff class action lawyers to combine
FLSA collective “opt-in” actions with state law “opt-out”
class actions. Threat of such a federal suit resulting in notice of joinder to all potentially impacted employees should
be scary enough, but when combined with the passage of
Senate Bill 3568 effective January 1, 2011, amending the
Illinois Wage Payment and Collection Act,3 these changes
in the law constitute an uninsurable “double whammy,” significantly raising the stakes on a failure to follow state and
federal wage laws.
Seventh Circuit Allows Combined FLSA “Opt-in”
and State Law “Opt-out” Collective Class Actions. In
January, 2011, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in
Ervin v. OS Restaurant Services, Inc.4 held that a District
Court could certify a state law class action under the Illinois
Minimum Wage Law, along with a combined FLSA collective action. The decision in Ervin is viewed as a significant
victory for plaintiff FLSA class action lawyers in Illinois. In
29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.
820 ILCS 105/1, et seq.
820 ILCS 115/1, et seq.
Ervin v. OS Restaurant Services, Inc., ___ F.3d ___, 2011 WL
135708 (7th Cir.; Jan. 11, 2011).
1
2
3
4
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an FLSA action, a class of plaintiffs receives a notice which
then allows them to “opt-in” to the litigation. State law
claims, which otherwise require diversity jurisdiction, can
now be combined under the federal court’s “supplemental
jurisdiction,” requiring the individual plaintiff employees
within the class to take affirmative action or “opt-out” in
order to not have all class employees’ claims adjudicated in
the combined state and federal action.
In Ervin, plaintiffs were former employees of an Outback
Steak House who had filed suit on behalf of themselves and
all others who had previously worked or were currently employed at Outback as hourly or tipped employees, alleging
that Outback’s policies ran afoul of the FLSA and Illinois
Minimum Wage Law. Plaintiffs moved for conditional approval of a federal collective action under Section 16(b) of
the FLSA5 which authorizes employees to act together to
seek redress for violations of the FLSA. When appropriate,
others similarly situated then receive a notice to “opt-in
to the collective action.”6 At the same time, plaintiffs also
sought certification under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
23(b)(3) for a class action on state law claims under the
IMWL and the Illinois Wage Payment and Collection Act.
The United States District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois refused to certify the class, suggesting incompatibility between the “opt-out” nature of a Rule 23 state law
action and the “opt-in” nature of an FLSA Section 216 ac5 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).
6 Ervin, 2011 WL 135708 at *2

photo © REP3.com

tion. The District Court reasoned that the collective action Payment and Collection Act.10 The amendment establishes
authorized by the FLSA would be undermined if supple- a two per cent penalty of the unpaid wages due an employee
mental state-law class actions were pursued in the same case for each month of underpayment, which is now payable
because FLSA authorizes only “opt-ins” while the state-law by private cause of action to the employee.11 In addition to
action under Rule 23(b)(3) which has a “Default Rule of stronger enforcement and criminal penalties and fines, the
Inclusion and demands affirmative action to stay out of the Act also now provides that employees need not file a claim
with the Department of Labor prior
case.”7 Thus, the District Court believed that including the state-law
to filing a private right of action. It
Glenn Gaffney
claim undermined the intention of
also allows an employee to recover
of Gaffney &
Congress under the FLSA.
costs and all reasonable attorneys’
Gaffney PC in
The Seventh Circuit disagreed
fees. No longer does an employee
Glendale Heights
and reversed, finding that a comhave to submit a written demand
is a DCBA Past
bined action is consistent with the
prior to bringing suit, in order to
President repreintent of Congress under the FLSA
obtain attorney’s fees for an employsenting employand that it does not run astray of
er’s failure to timely pay wages.12
ees and small to
The amendment further defines
either Rule 23(b)(3) or the FLSA
mid-sized
suburban
employers
in
emthe term “employer” to maintain
to require potential participants
ployment disputes at the agencies as
consistency with both the Illinois
to make two choices: (1) decide
Minimum Wage Law and the FLSA.
whether to opt-in and participate
well as in state and federal court. He
The term “employer” under the Act
in the federal action; and/or (2)
is presently a member and the secrenow includes officers of a corporadecide whether to opt-out and not
tary of the ISBA Federal Civil Practice
tion or agents of an employer who
participate in the state-law claims.8
Section Council and a member of the
The Seventh Circuit opined about
“knowingly permit” the employer
ISBA Judicial Polling Committee.
a “worse problem of confusion”
to violate the law which results in
if plaintiffs receive both a federal
individual joint and several liability
FLSA claim notice from a federal court and also a separate with the corporate entity.13 There is also a statutory private
state class action notice, as opposed to one federal court no- cause of action for any employee who has been unlawfully
tice properly drafted to address both state and federal claims. retaliated against for bringing a demand or claim. If sucThe Court further held that plaintiffs need not meet the cessful, such a claimant is entitled to “all legal and equitable
diversity of citizenship requirements to obtain federal court relief as may be appropriate” as well as costs and reasonable
jurisdiction over the state law class action as the Court’s attorney’s fees.14
Conclusion. When Governor Quinn signed SB 3568
“supplemental jurisdiction” is available when state-law wage
9
claims are closely related to the FLSA collective action. As on July 30, 2010, he stated that “Illinois workers deserve
a result, Illinois employers who fail to abide by the federal every penny they have earned, on time and in full.... This
and state wage acts may find themselves subject to defend- important legislation will help Illinois workers recover uning a multi-count federal action combining both a federal paid wages faster and will further crackdown on wage theft
“opt-in” class action and a state law FRCP Rule 23 class throughout our state.”15 Undoubtedly, employers not only
action seeking to certify all potential plaintiffs who may, need to fear the amendments to the Illinois Wage Law, but
if approved, ultimately receive a notice advising them that also the potential for combined FLSA/IMWL and IWPCA
they need to affirmatively “opt-out” if they do not want to class actions, both opt-in and opt-out, in the same Illinois
receive the benefits of the class litigation. This combined ac- Federal District Court action.
Employers and officers must understand that these laws
tion greatly enhances the potential liability of the employer
as many employees who may be “loyal” enough to not af- provide powerful protections for employees. Failure to comfirmatively “opt-in” to an FLSA action may be more than ply with the state and federal wage laws could have a devaswilling to stand mute and thereby not “opt-out” of a Rule tating impact on a business, so employers are well-advised
to ensure that they take these laws seriously. □
23 state law claim.
Illinois Amendment to Wage Payment and Collection
Act Creates a Potential Double Whammy. Effective
10 820 ILCS 115/1, et. seq.
January 1, 2011, SB 3568 amended the Illinois Wage
11 820 ILCS 115/14(a).
7 Ervin, 2011 WL 135708 at *5.
8 Ervin, 2011 WL 135708 at *6.
9 See 28 U.S.C. § 1367(c); Wang v. Chinese Daily News, Inc., 623

F.3d 743, 761-62 (9th Cir. 2010).

12 See 705 ILCS 225/1 (egarding written demand requirement)
13 820 ILCS 115/13.
14 820 ILCS 115/14(c).
15 Press release, Office of Illinois Governor Pat Quinn, July 30,

2010.
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The New Power of Attorney for
Property: Protection for the Principal,
or Potential for Abuse?
By Elizabeth McGuan

L

illian is 82 years old and has lived with her adult son and daughter-inlaw since her husband passed away three years earlier. Although she is
still sharp mentally, physically she has become increasingly weak and
frail. Because she no longer drives and it has become difficult for her to leave
the house, she executed a Power of Attorney for Property, appointing her son
as agent, to permit him to do routine personal business for her. The month
after she executed the power, she noticed some withdrawals from her checking
account that she had not made. Over time, the withdrawals became larger
and more frequent, and her son began demanding she hand over her Social
Security checks to him as well. Lillian is afraid to say anything to him, because
he has become increasingly violent towards her, one time even twisting her arm

when she was slow in handing over her check. She does not
want to call the police, both because she does not want her
son to face criminal charges and because she fears what he
might do in retaliation.
In this scenario, Lillian has been the victim of financial
exploitation, which may be defined as the misuse or
withholding of an older person’s resources by trusted
individual. Financial exploitation is a significant problem
in Illinois.1 In 2008, nearly 6,000 cases were reported,2 and
since fewer than one in every 13 or 14 cases is reported, the
1 Illinois Department on Aging: Elder Abuse and Neglect

Program Annual Report FY 2008, at: http://www.state.il.us/
aging/1news_pubs/publications/ea-an_report2008charts.
pdf). Financial Exploitation is also the most widely reported
form of Elder Abuse. Id.
2 Id.
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number is actually much higher.3 Financial exploitation
can take the form of undue influence, deception, extortion,
forgery, theft, and as in Lillian’s case, power of attorney
abuse.4
While the potential for abuse exists in every power of
attorney arrangement, the elderly are the group most at
risk to be victimized for a number of reasons: they depend
on powers of attorney with greater frequency than the
general population; there is less chance the abuse will be
discovered because they are often socially isolated; and
finally, they simply have fewer options when they are
abused -many times they can not remain in their home
Id. Financial Exploitation is also a growing problem: reported
abuse increased 10.9 % from the prior year.
4 Id. In 46% of the cases reported, financial exploitation is also
associated with emotional abuse.
3

without the assistance of the abuser. Given these reasons, statute.11 The new law thus expands the level of oversight
the elderly are likely to be abused even when they are previously permitted only to incapacitated principals
competent, and the danger of abuse rises significantly and provides it to all principals. Providing an accounting
when they are incompetent.
would identify unauthorized use, a protection for the often
Principal Protection. A number of changes have isolated elderly principal. Additionally, knowing they may
recently been made to the Power of Attorney Act in light be asked to produce an accounting may act as a curb on
of the potential for power of attorney abuse against the unlawful use by an agent.
elderly and there are certainly
A final area in which the
steps that practitioners can take
legislature has increased protection
Elizabeth McGuan
to protect their elderly clients.5
for the principal is by expanding
is an attorney in
the level of court involvement.
Public Act 96-1195 makes a
DuPage County who
Under the new law, if the court
number of changes to the Act
received her B.A. in
finds the principal incapacitated, it
that will significantly increase the
can review the agent’s conduct and
Spanish Language
protections afforded the principal.6
grant appropriate relief, including
The first is a procedural change:
& Literature from
compensatory damages.12 The prior
interested parties are prohibited
the
University
from acting as witnesses.7 The
law did not provide compensatory
of Michigan in
damages. The new law also makes
statute specifically lists those who
1982 and her
it clear that the section shall not be
cannot act as witnesses, including
J.D., summa cum laude, from Northern
construed to limit other remedies
the operator of a facility such
Illinois University College of Law in 2010.
available,13 which opens the door
as a nursing home in which the
principal is a patient. Requiring
to additional means of recovery
disinterested witnesses provides protections against undue and should discourage wrongful use. The new law also
influence, coercion, and fraudulent execution.
adds that if the court finds the agent did not act in the
The second is a substantive change: it elevates the principal’s best interest, the principal’s estate will no longer
standard of care the agent is required to use in exercising be required to reimburse the agent’s costs of defending
his duties. Under the prior law, the agent only had to use the suit,14 and if an agency brings suit, the agent can be
“due care” to act for the benefit of the principal.8 Under assessed legal fees and costs.15 Both of these provisions
the new law, the agent is required to use “good faith for the facilitate action against a self-serving agent.
benefit of the principal using due care, competence and
Finally, the new law facilitates court action against the
diligence.”9 As a result of this heightened standard of care, agent by increasing the venue options available to the
the agent must conform his actions taken on behalf of the principal. In addition to the forums specified in the old
principal to a higher level, resulting in better service to the law, which were based on the agent’s location, the new
law permits suit where the principal resides or where the
principal.
A third major change that increases protections to principal owns real property.16 This will facilitate suit by
the principal is that all agents are now under a duty to the elderly who may have limited mobility.
provide an accounting if requested to by the principal,
Reason for Caution. While the new law provides
representatives of named agencies, or a court.10 While multiple protections for principals, it also opens the door
under both the old and new law, all agents are required to for abuse by suggesting a lowered level to “spring” a durable
keep a record of actions, under the old law, only the agents power of attorney. In arriving at this lowered level, the
of an incapacitated principal could be asked to provide an General Assembly contemplated two types of powers of
accounting, and only if asked by the agencies named in the attorney: general and durable. A general power of attorney
goes into effect when executed but is automatically
revoked if the principal becomes incompetent (under the
5 Cascino, Mary D, Get Ready for the New Illinois Power of Attorney
Act: A Sweeping Rewrite of this Important Act Creates New premise that he or she no longer has capacity to consent
6
7
8
9
10

Statutory POA forms for Healthcare and Property that Better
Protect Principals, Agents, and Third Parties, Ill. B.J., Nov. 2010.
Act of July 22, 2010, Pub. Act 96-1195, (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/3-3(d) (11) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-7 (2008).
755 ILCS 45/2-7(a) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-7(c) (effective July 1, 2011).

11
12
13
14
15
16

755 ILCS 45/2-7.5 (2008)(to be repealed July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-10(a) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-10(i) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-10(d) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-10(e) (effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 45/2-10(h) (effective July 1, 2011).
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to continued representation by the agent.) When this
happens, the principal’s family must petition a court for an
order appointing a guardian in order to continue to act on
his behalf. Opening a guardianship is a court proceeding,
involving added time and the expense of attorneys’ fees
and costs.
In contrast to the general power, a durable power
becomes effective when executed and stays in effect even if
the principal becomes incompetent: the agent can continue
to act for the disabled principal, and no guardianship is
required. The Illinois General Assembly has consistently
expressed their intention that the statutory Powers of
Attorney be durable.17 This intention is also reflected in
the Uniform Law Commission’s 2006 Uniform Power
of Attorney Act, from which the General Assembly

17 The statutory purpose is the same in the original statute

and the recent amendment: “[E]ach individual has the right
to appoint an agent... but this right cannot be fully effective
unless the principal may empower the agent to act throughout
the principal’s lifetime, including during periods of disability....”
755 ILCS . 45/2-1 (2008) and 755 ILCS 45/2-1 (effective July 1,
2011).

borrowed,18 in which the default rule is that power of
attorney is durable unless it contains express language
indicating otherwise.19
While making powers of attorney durable makes sense
logically, in practice, a significant number of principals
do not want to surrender control over their affairs to an
agent while they still have the capacity to act.20 As such,
the Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney for Property
in Illinois provides an option for a springing provision
in a durable power: even though it is executed while the
principal is competent, it does not become effective until
a certain event, such as the principal’s disability. The prior
Statutory Power of Attorney read “insert a future date or
18 Cascino, Mary D., Get Ready for the New Illinois Power of Attorney

Act: A Sweeping Rewrite of this Important Act Creates New
Statutory POA forms for Healthcare and Property that Better
Protect Principals, Agents, and Third Parties, Ill. B.J., Nov. 2010.
19 Unif. Power of Attorney Act § 104 (2006) “A power of attorney
is durable unless it contains express language indicating
otherwise.”
20 Unif. Power of Attorney Act § 109 (2006) (Comment) “Survey
evidence suggests... that a significant number of principals still
prefer springing powers, most likely to maintain privacy in the
hope that they will never need a surrogate decision maker.”
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event during your lifetime, such as a court determination of
your disability, when you want the power to take effect.”21
Because the term “disability” in the Power of Attorney Act
was defined by reference to the definition of “disability”
in the Article on Disabled Adult Guardianships in the
Probate Act, it was presumed the determination was made
in a guardianship proceeding.22 However, having a court
make the determination of disability in the springing
provision essentially undid the reason for having a durable
power in the first place.23
In order to prevent the need for a guardianship, with
Public Act 96-1195 the Illinois General Assembly changed
the springing provision to read “insert a future date or event
during your lifetime, such as a court determination of your
disability or a written determination by your physician that
you are incapacitated, when you want the power to take
effect.”24 While this new language prevents the problem
contemplated, e.g., having to open a guardianship to
spring the power, it opens the door to abuse by lowering
the standard which springs it to a single physician’s
determination of the principal’s incapacity.
There is a real possibility that without the court’s
involvement, an agent could trigger the springing
provision of a durable power and begin financially
exploiting the principal while he was still competent.
The guardianship statue provides protections against an
erroneous determination of disability, which are lacking
in the determination of incapacity made by a single
physician. Under a guardianship proceeding, a petition
is filed with the court,25 service is made on the alleged
disabled person,26 who receives a Notice of Rights,27 notice
is given to his nearest relatives who may wish to challenge
the proceeding,28 and the judge may appoint a Guardian
ad Litem to protect the interests of the alleged disabled
person.29 Finally, a hearing is required at which the alleged
disabled person is present,30 and the petition is granted
only upon a showing of clear and convincing evidence.31 □
21 755 ILCS 45/3-3(d)(6) (2008).
22 755 ILCS 45/2-3(c) (2008).
23 While having both a guardianship and a power of attorney in

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

place could raise the issue of who controls the ward/principal’s
property, the Probate Act makes clear the Agent has priority.
755 ILCS 45/2-10(2008) (“absent a court order... the guardian
will have no power with respect to any property subject to the
agency.”).
755 ILCS 45/3-3(d)(6)(effective July 1, 2011).
755 ILCS 5/11a-8 (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-10(e) (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-10(e) (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-8(e) (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-10(b) (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-11 (2008).
755 ILCS 5/11a-3(a) (2008).

SIDEBAR: CRIMINAL LAW
by ANNE Therieau
Juvenile Adjudication Admissibility. People v. Rodriguez, __
N.E.2d __, 2011 WL 1045628 (1st Dist. 2011). Defendant claimed
he was deprived of a fair trial when the State was allowed to
introduce defendant’s juvenile adjudication of aggravated
unlawful use of a weapon as impeachment. The court noted
the split among the districts on this issue, ultimately finding
the pivotal question in determining whether the adjudication
should be allowed, is whether the defendant testified in a
manner that may reasonably be construed as an attempt to
mislead the jury. Noting the contradiction in this defendant’s
testimony and acknowledgment that he lied, it was reasonable
for the trial court to assume that he attempted to mislead
the jury. As such, the defendant opened the door to his
own impeachment. Justice Gordon, dissented, noting: “[The
majority’s interpretation of the law] so broadly creates the
classic exception that swallows the rule. If a defendant testifies,
the State will always argue that the defendant was attempting
to mislead the jury about something, and that the defendant
has then opened the door to his or her juvenile adjudications.”
Resisting a Peace Officer. People v. Cervantes, __ N.E.2d __,
2011 WL 941295 (2nd Dist. 2011). Defendant appealed his
conviction claiming his running from the police was not the
proximate cause of the injuries sustained by officers during
the chase further arguing the weather conditions were an
extraordinary circumstance such that the defendant’s conduct
could be deemed to be the proximate cause of the injuries.
The appellate court noted that the defendant was presumably
aware of the weather conditions. Therefore, when he chose
to run from the police, it was reasonably foreseeable that the
officers would chase him and in doing so, might fall on the snow
or ice and become injured. While the defendant’s acts were not
the only cause of the injuries to the officer, it was a contributing
cause and as such, his conviction for resisting a peace officer
was appropriate.
Video Evidence. People v. Aronson, __N.E.2d __, 2011
WL 941306 (2nd Dist. 2011). The trial court rescinded the
defendant’s statutory summary suspension due to the state’s
inability to produce a video of the defendant’s field sobriety
tests. While a video of the arrest had been made, the state
was unable to download it and produce it in response to a
subpoena. The state appealed arguing that since the trial court
found the arresting officer credible, the court erred when it
concluded that rescission of the statutory summary suspension
was required. The appellate court referred to the trial court’s
discussion of the general proposition that when evidence in
one party’s control is missing or destroyed, an inference may
be drawn that the evidence was detrimental to that party. As
such, the trial court properly concluded that the defendant’s
testimony in conjunction with the proposition that the video
of the arrest would have been detrimental to the State,
outweighed the testimony of the officer such that rescission
was warranted. □
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You Have the Right to Remain
Silent, But You Better Speak Up!
By Matthew Dowd

I

n 1966, the United States Supreme Court articulated the now well-familiar warnings police officers must administer before interrogating the
accused in Miranda v. Arizona.1 It did so in an attempt to protect the citizens’ right against compelled self-incrimination under the Fifth Amendment,
which states: “No person shall... be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself....”2 The Court explained that law enforcement officers,

30

before1 a 2custodial interrogation, must, inter alia, inform
the accused that they have the right to remain silent and
that they have the right to talk to a lawyer.3 These mandatory guidelines, though distinct, each protect the accused’s
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. Once
the accused invokes either of these rights, the interrogation
must cease unless and until the accused waives his rights
and independently commences the interrogation on his
own accord.4
Miranda, however, did not articulate what exactly is required for effective invocation of these rights. What act,
statement, or omission constitutes a valid invocation of the
right against self-incrimination that mandates the end of
the interrogation? In Davis v. United States, the Supreme
Court determined that the accused must make an “unambiguous” statement in order to invoke the right to counsel.5 But does this “unambiguous” requirement apply in
the context of invoking the right to remain silent? Can
the accused merely remain silent to invoke his right to remain silent? According to the recent - and ironic - Supreme
Court decision in Berghuis v. Thompkins, silence is not

enough.6 The Thompkins Court held that in order for the
accused to invoke his right to remain silent, he must do so
in an unequivocal and unambiguous manner.7
Thompkins, relying heavily on Davis, emphasized that
its holding would “avoid difficulties of proof and... provide
guidance to [law enforcement] officers.”8 Moreover, the
Court concluded that “an ambiguous... omission... could
require police to end interrogation [and police would be]
required to make difficult decisions about an accused’s
unclear intent and face the consequence of suppression ‘if
they guess wrong [as to whether the accused properly invoked his right to remain silent].’”9 This article contends
that the Thompkins Court laxidasically adopted the narrow
holding in Davis, which only addressed effective invocation of the right to counsel, without its own, independent,
analysis regarding proper invocation of the right to remain
silent. Even though each right offers the accused separate
avenues toward the same protection against self-incrimination, they are effectively distinct and require a separate
analysis. To support its contention, this article will analyze
three Fifth Amendment Supreme Court cases decided af-

1 Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
2 U.S. Const. amend. V.
3 Miranda, 384 U.S. at 479.
4 Id. at 473-74.
5 Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 459 (1994).

6
7
8
9
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Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250 (2010).
Id. at 2259-60.
Id. at 2260 (quoting Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. at 458-59).
Id. (emphasis added) (quoting Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. at
461).

ter Miranda: Michigan v. Mosley,10 Edwards v. Arizona,11 him, and began another interrogation.18 This time, Mosley
and Davis v. United States.12 Finally, this article looks to did not invoke his right to remain silent and his subsequent
the reasoning in Davis and underscores Justice Sotomayor’s inculpatory statements were admitted against him at trial.19
dissent in Thompkins to find that the majority’s holding in In holding that his statements were properly admitted, the
Thompkins is not supported by Miranda or its progeny, and Supreme Court emphasized the fact that the police offiwas therefore wrongly decided.13
cers administered fresh Miranda warnings; that two hours
Miranda and its Progeny. Miranda warnings are nec- had passed since his initial invocation, and that different
essary to even the scales between
police officers conducted the secpolice officers and suspected crimiond interrogation, which involved
Matthew Dowd
nals during custodial interrogaa different crime.20 Together, these
graduated from
tions, which are unbalanced due
factors indicated that, in the totalthe University of
to the inherently coercive environity of the circumstances, Mosley’s
Illinois at Urbanament of a custodial interrogation.14
right to remain silent was “scrupuChampaign
in
The Miranda Court reasoned that
lously honored.”21
2008 and is curissuing these warnings prior to cusSix years later, in Edwards v.
rently a third year
todial interrogations would make it
Arizona, the Supreme Court adlaw student at
clear to the accused that they have
dressed a similar issue regarding
Northern Illinois University College of Law.
the power to stop questioning at
the right to counsel.22 Defendant
any time, and that they do not have
to say anything until the state provides them with legal representation. In so holding, the
Court concluded that “[i]f [an] individual indicates in any
manner, at any time prior to or during questioning, that
he wishes to remain silent, the interrogation must cease....
Any statement taken after the person invokes his privilege
cannot be other than the product of compulsion, subtle or
otherwise.”15 Miranda’s benefit was twofold in that it: (1)
gave notice to the accused that they have the right to stop
questioning at any time, and (2) added legitimacy to any
statements made by suspects during custodial interrogations because it assured courts that the statements were not
products of coercion by law enforcement officers. Despite
the single right that Miranda set out to protect (i.e., the
right against self-incrimination) subsequent Supreme
Court jurisprudence established different standards surrounding the right to remain silent and the right to counsel.
In 1975, the Supreme Court in Michigan v. Mosley
determined that the interrogation of a criminal suspect
need not cease forever after that suspect invokes his right
to remain silent.16 After defendant Mosley invoked his
right to remain silent during a custodial interrogation, police officers immediately ceased questioning and released
Mosley.17 Two hours later, however, different police officers
approached Mosley about a different crime, Mirandized
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452 (1994).
Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477 (1981).
Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96 (1975).
Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. at 2266-2275 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
Moran v. Burbine, 475 U.S. 412, 425 (1986).
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 473-74 (1966).
Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96 (1975).
Id. at 97.

Edwards invoked his right to counsel during a custodial interrogation,
and questioning immediately stopped.23 He was placed in
a holding cell overnight, and the next day two different
detectives began interrogating him once again.24 This time,
Edwards did not invoke his right to counsel and he made
incriminating statements that were admitted at his trial.25
The Supreme Court agreed that his incriminating statements must be suppressed because they were elicited in
violation of Edward’s Fifth Amendment right against selfincrimination, as he had already invoked his right to counsel.26 The Court developed new standards surrounding the
right to counsel; namely, that an accused who has invoked
his right to counsel can only be interrogated if counsel is
present or if the suspect “initiates further communications,
exchanges, or conversations with the police.”27
In 1994, the Supreme Court in Davis v. United States
addressed whether ambiguous or equivocal statements regarding a right to counsel by a criminal suspect constitutes
proper invocation of the right to counsel under the standards set out in Edwards.28 Defendant Davis was a member
of the United States Navy and was suspected of murdering
another sailor after a game of pool.29 Prior to Davis’s interview with the Naval Investigative Service (NIS), he was
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Id. at 98.
Id. at 98-99.
Id. at 104-05.
Mosley, 423 U.S. at 104.
Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477 (1981).
Id. at 479.
Id.
Id. at 479-80.
Id. at 485.
Id.
Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452 (1994).
Id. at 454.
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fully Mirandized and provided a written and oral waiver of
his rights.30 About an hour and a half into the interview,
defendant said, “Maybe I should talk to a lawyer.”31 The
NIS agents then stopped questioning defendant and asked
him to clarify, and defendant responded, “No, I don’t want
a lawyer.”32 His inculpatory statements that followed were
admitted against him at his murder trial, and he was later
convicted.33 In holding that the statements were properly
admitted, the Davis Court emphasized that the defendant
had furnished a valid waiver of his rights, and that “he
must articulate
his desire to have
counsel present
sufficiently clearly that a reasonable police officer
in the circumstances
would
understand the
statement to be
a request for an
attorney. If the
statement fails
to meet the requisite level of
clarity, Edwards
does not require
that the officers
stop questioning the suspect.”34 Indeed, Davis’s narrow holding was largely predicated on the defendant furnishing a
Miranda waiver: “We therefore hold that, after a knowing
and voluntary waiver of the Miranda rights, law enforcement officers may continue questioning until and unless
the suspect clearly requests an attorney.”35
Moreover, the standards set out in Mosley, Edwards,
and Davis are completely consistent with the reasoning
in Miranda, which “distinguished between the procedural
safeguards triggered by a request to remain silent and a
request for an attorney.”36 Edwards effectively mandated
higher standards for police conduct surrounding the right
to counsel than the standards for police conduct surrounding the right to remain silent in Mosley. The Edwards Court
only permitted police interrogation after a suspect invoked
his right to counsel if: (1) the suspect was actually provided
with counsel, or (2) the suspected independently initiated

communications with the police.37 The Supreme Court
eventually recognized that this categorical bar on police interrogation after invocation of right to counsel necessitated
higher standards for actually invoking that right in Davis
(i.e., clear and unambiguous).38 The higher standard, in
turn, eliminated “irrational obstacles” in effective police
investigation, as police would not be barred from questioning suspects after an unclear or ambiguous statement
regarding the right to counsel. The Mosley Court, however,
provided for a more relaxed standard surrounding interrogation after a suspect invoked his
right to remain
silent, which required that invocation to be
“s c r u p u l o u s l y
honored” under
a totality of the
circumstances
analysis.39 In this
context, effective
police investigation would not
be thwarted because there is no
categorical bar
on police interrogation after the right to remain silent has been invoked;
meaning police are given somewhat more flexibility in
their interrogation conduct even after a proper invocation
of the right to remain silent.
Miranda’s progeny classified the right to remain silent
and the right to counsel to such an extent that the question of “what constitutes effective invocation of the right
to remain silent” appeared to have an obvious answer:
any unclear or ambiguous statement that suggested the
accused was invoking his right to remain silent must be
“scrupulously honored,” and the interrogation must end.
However, when the Supreme Court finally addressed the
issue, no such answer was found.
The Holding in Berghuis v. Thompkins.40 On January
10, 2000, a shooting took place outside of a shopping mall
in Southfield, Michigan leaving one dead and another injured. Van Chester Thompkins, who was a suspect in the
shooting, fled the scene and was found in Ohio one year
later. There, he was arrested and taken into police custody.

Despite the single right that Miranda
set out to protect (i.e., the right
against self-incrimination) subsequent
Supreme Court jurisprudence
established different standards
surrounding the right to remain silent
and the right to counsel.
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Id. at 455.
Id.
Id.
Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 455 (1994).
Id. at 459, citing Moran v. Burbine, 475 U.S. 412, 433 n.4 (1986).
Id. at 461.
Thompkins, 130 S.Ct. at 2275 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting),
quoting Michigan v. Michigan, 423 U.S. at 104, n.10.
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Edwards, 451 U.S. at 485.
Davis, 512 U.S. at 452.
Mosley, 423 U.S. at 104.
See Thompkins 130 S. Ct. at 2256-68 (summarizing the relevant
facts).

After the arrest, Thompkins was placed in a room where
he awaited his transfer back to Michigan. Two Michigan
police officers traveled to Ohio to interrogate Thompkins
before his transfer. Before the interrogation began, the officers gave Thompkins a sheet of paper that stated in full his
rights under Miranda, including his right to remain silent.
The three hour interrogation that followed was largely “one-sided” and “nearly a monologue,” as Thompkins
remained almost completely silent for its duration.
Thompkins’s only communicative conduct throughout the
first two hours and forty-five minutes was limited: “To the
extent Thompkins gave any response, his answers consisted
of ‘a word or two. A yeah, or a no, or I don’t know... And
sometimes... he simply sat down... with [his] head in [his]
hands looking down. Sometimes... he would look up and
make eye-contact would be the only response.’” Toward
the end of the interrogation, one officer asked Thompkins
if he believed in God, and Thompkins said “yes.” The officer then asked if he prayed to God, and Thompkins said
“yes.” Finally, the officer asked “Do you pray to God to
forgive you for shooting that boy down?” Thompkins responded “yes.” Thompkins said nothing else and the interrogation ended.
At his trial for first-degree murder, Thompkins made a
motion to suppress this incriminating statement claiming
that it was elicited after he invoked his Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination (i.e., his right to remain silent under Miranda). Specifically, Thompkins argued that
he invoked this right after he remained silent for a sufficient period of time. The denial of the motion led to his
subsequent conviction, and for the first time, the United
States Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether the
accused’s near silence for three hours during a custodial
interrogation was sufficient to invoke his right to remain
silent.41
The Thompkins Court concluded that Thompkins did
not properly invoke his right to remain silent by remaining
silent.42 Justice Kennedy, writing for the majority, found
that “there is no principled reason to adopt different standards for determining when an accused has invoked the
Miranda right to remain silent and the Miranda right to
counsel at issue in Davis.”43 The Court essentially mandated all criminal suspects make a clear and unambiguous
statement regarding their intention to invoke their right
to remain silent. Moreover, the Court briefly dismissed
Miranda’s “goal of dispelling the compulsion inherent in

custodial interrogations,” reasoning that “full comprehension of the rights to remain silent and request [of ] an attorney are sufficient to dispel whatever coercion is inherent in
the interrogation process.”44 The Court ultimately adopted
the reasoning in Davis which effectively equated the standard for invoking the right to counsel with that of the right
to remain silent.45
Separate Standards for Separate Privileges. In requiring a clear and unambiguous statement to invoke the
right to remain silent, the Thompkins Court ignored the
distinct standards between the right to counsel and the
right to remain silent that Miranda and its progeny established. Rather, the Court adopted the reasoning in Davis
and found that a suspect must make an “unambiguous”
statement in order to invoke his “right to cut off questioning.” The “unambiguous statement” requirement from
Thompkins diminishes the accused’s Fifth Amendment
rights against self-incrimination and empowers the state in
the interrogation process. As Justice Sotomayor articulated
in her dissent, the Court’s decision was wrong on many
levels.46 Initially, Davis’ narrow holding offers little support to the broad rule that the Thompkins Court set out. In
addition, the Thompkin’s Court failed to align itself with
Miranda and its progeny, and offer the accused more protection in invoking their right to remain silent. Secondly,
the Court’s decision is confusing when viewed in the context of the language of the Miranda warning itself. Finally,
a less strict standard has not and will not burden effective
law enforcement.
In its holding, the Thompkins Court applied the reasoning in Davis, which involved invocation of the right to
counsel, not the right to remain silent: “there is no principled reason to adopt different standards for determining
when an accused has invoked the Miranda right to remain
silent and the Miranda right to counsel at issue in Davis.”47
However, there is a principled reason to adopt a different
standard, and that reason can be found in Edwards and
Davis.
The standards surrounding the right to counsel after
Edwards strongly favored the criminal suspect because
Edwards categorically banned all questioning after the suspect invoked his right to counsel.48 In order to alleviate
some of this favoritism, the Davis court required a “clear
and unambiguous” standard when invoking the right to
counsel. 49 This rule conditioned the suspect’s benefit of
the Edward’s rule (categorical ban on questioning) with

41 There were actually three questions presented to the Supreme

Court: (1) whether Thompkins effectively invoked his right
to remain silent; (2) whether Thompkins waived his right to
remain silent; and (3) whether Thompkins was given effective
assistance of trial counsel.
42 Thompkins, 130 S.Ct. at 2260.
43 Id.,citing Solem v. Stumes, 465 U.S. 638, 648 (1984).

44
45
46
47
48
49

Id, citing Moran v. Burbine, 475 U.S. 412, 425, 427 (1986).
Id.
Id. (Solomayor, J., dissenting).
Id. at 2260.
Edwards, 451 U.S. at 485.
Davis, 512 U.S. at 452.
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a high standard for invocation (clear and unambiguous

JUDICIAL
PROFILE
statement).50 Criminal
suspects would only reap the ben-

efits of the categorical ban if they could overcome the initial “clear and unambiguous” statement hurdle for invocation.51
Prior to Thompkins, the standards surrounding the right
to remain silent favored the state. As articulated by the
Mosley court, the issue of whether the police “scrupulously
honored” a suspect’s right to remain silent will be analyzed
under the “totality of the circumstances.”52 This standard
favors the state because there is room to argue that any
questioning after the right to remain silent has been invoked was reasonable under the circumstances. Under
Davis’s reasoning, therefore, the suspect should be afforded
more protection regarding the invocation of that right in
order to balance the scale between the state and the suspect
during the interrogation. As Davis recognized, this would
be in accord with Miranda’s purpose, which was to protect
the accused during interrogations.
Instead, the Thompkins Court gave even more power to
the state during custodial interrogations than it already
had after Mosley. By requiring criminal suspects to unambiguously invoke their right to remain silent, the Court
took one step backwards from Miranda. Criminal suspects
now must invoke their right to remain silent through an
unambiguous statement, and survive any arguments by the
state that questions after this invocation were reasonable
under the circumstances.
In addition, the plain language of the Miranda rights
do not suggest that the accused must invoke their right to
silence through a statement. As Justice Sotomayor properly pointed out in her dissent, “advising a suspect that
he has a ‘right to remain silent’ is unlikely to convey that
he must speak (and must do so in a particular fashion) to
ensure the right will be protected.”53 On the other hand,
“telling a suspect ‘he has the right to the presence of an
attorney, and that if he cannot afford an attorney one will
be appointed for him prior to any questioning if he so desires’ implies the need for speech to exercise that right.”54
In this regard, the Davis decision regarding the right to
counsel makes sense when looked at through the lens of
Miranda, whereas the Thompkins decision adds confusion
to a straightforward rule.
Moreover, the Thompkins decision was, in part, based
on fear that a rule requiring something less than an unam50
51
52
53
54

Edwards, 451 U.S. at 485.
Davis, 512 U.S. at 452.
Mosley, 423 U.S. at 104.
Thompkins, 130 S.Ct. at 2276 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
Id.

biguous statement might lead to the police having to make
“difficult decisions about an accused’s unclear intent” and
“fac[ing] the consequences of suppression ‘if they guess
wrong.’”55 However, this argument ignores what would
likely take place if the accused makes such an ambiguous
statement. “If a suspect makes an ambiguous statement or
engages in conduct that creates uncertainty about his intent
to invoke his right, police can simply ask for clarification.”56
A clear example of this is found in Davis, when the defendant said “Maybe I should talk to a lawyer.”57 The NIS
agents then asked the defendant to clarify his answer, and
the defendant eventually made a clear and unambiguous
statement: “No, I don’t want a lawyer.”58 The Thompkins’
Court ignores this type of reasoning, and instead permits
law enforcement officers to continue to question a suspect
until the statement is clear and unambiguous.
Conclusion. Ultimately, the Thompkins decision undermined Miranda’s intent to dispel the compulsion inherent in custodial interrogations. The Court failed to
recognize the state’s advantageous position over criminal
suspects regarding the right to remain silent. The Court
maintained that criminal suspects must make an unambiguous statement to properly invoke their right to remain silent merely because the same standard applied to invoking
the right to counsel. Thompkins essentially gives the state
more power over criminal suspects in the interrogation
process while ignoring Miranda’s attempt to even the playing field between criminal suspects and law enforcement
officers. Moreover, the Court’s holding is off-base because
the Miranda warnings themselves do not suggest that a
criminal suspect must speak to invoke their right to remain
silent, unlike the right to counsel. Finally, the Court improperly dismissed a lower standard for invocation because
it would be too burdensome on law enforcement officers
without analyzing the practical effects of such a rule.
Finally, in her dissent, Justice Sotomayor alluded to the
peculiar nature of the majority’s holding. After addressing
the “clear statement” rule in Davis, she cited to a federal
circuit opinion that, perhaps, summed up the issue best
with a single question: “What in the world must an individual do to exercise his constitutional right to remain
silent beyond actually, in fact, remaining silent?”59 □

55
56
57
58
59

Id. at 2260.
Id. at 2276 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
Davis, 512 U.S. at 455.
Id.
Id. at 2276 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting), quoting Soffar v. Cockrell,
300 F.3d 588, 603 (5th Cir. 2002) (DeMoss, J., dissenting).
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What to Consider Before
Drafting a QDRO for a Defined
Contribution Plan
By Dorothy A. Voigt

I

f you practice in the area of divorce, you will eventually need to prepare
a Qualified Domestic Relations Order (“QDRO”) to split a retirement
plan between the divorcing spouses. The process of drafting a QDRO for
a defined contribution plan is not as intimidating as it may seem to the novice, however. Many of the required provisions are clearly laid out in ERISA,
although there are a number of other items that also need to be considered.
A Qualified Domestic Relations Order is an exception to the anti-alienation provisions of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (“ERISA”) of 1974 that
were established by the Retirement Equity Act (“REA”)
of 1984.1 The anti-alienation provisions were designed to
protect a plan participant by not allowing the retirement
plan funds to be attached to pay debts.
Fortunately, the language of ERISA regarding QDRO’s
does not read like a code that needs to be cracked. Both the
definition of a QDRO and the statutory requirements are
set out in terms that any legal practitioner should be able
to understand. First, it is important to understand that a
QDRO is simply a type of order entered in a divorce proceeding or other domestic relations proceeding. The terms
of the QDRO must be recorded in the judgment for dissolution of marriage and/or marital settlement agreement
or some other court order. The definition of a Qualified
Domestic Relations Order (“QDRO”) applies to both defined contribution and defined benefit plans.
1
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Retirement Equity Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-397, 98 Stat. 1426
(1984).
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“The term ‘qualified domestic relations order’ means
a domestic relations order which creates or recognizes the existence of an alternate payee’s right to, or
assigns to an alternate payee the right to, receive all
or a portion of the benefits payable with respect to a
participant under a plan.”2
“The term ‘domestic relations order’ means any judgment, decree or order . . . which relates to the provision of child support, alimony payments, or marital
property rights to a spouse, former spouse, child, or
other dependent of a participant, and is made pursuant to a State domestic relations law.”3
To be valid, the QDRO must specify certain facts, including: (a) the name and last known mailing address of
the participant and alternate payee;4 (b) the amount or percentage of the participant’s benefits to be paid by the plan
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(B)(i)(I); I.R.C. § 414(p)(1)(A); see also
Kennedy v. Plan Adm’r for DuPont Sav. and Inv. Plan, 555 U.S. 285,
129 S.Ct. 865 (2009).
3 ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(B)(i)(II); (ii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(1)(B).
4 ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(C)(i); I.R.C. § 414(p)(2)(A).
2

to each such alternate payee, or the manner in which such by the Alternate Payee.
amount or percentage is to be determined;5 (c) the number
Gains and Losses. In a volatile stock market, such as we
of payments or period to which such order applies;6 and have experienced in the past few years, it is important to
note in the QDRO whether the sum provided to the alter(d) each plan to which such order applies.7
A QDRO meets the requirements above only if it: nate payee is to be adjusted for market gains or losses. For
(a) does not require the plan to provide a type or form example, assume a Plan value was $100,000 at the time
of benefit, or any option, not otherwise provided under of the divorce. It was intended that each party receive
half. The QDRO says $50,000 to
the plan;8 (b) does not require the
the Alternate Payee without notplan to provide increased benefits
Dorothy A. Voigt
ing whether the sum is to be adon the basis of actuarial value;9 and
is
an
Associate
justed for market losses or gains. If
(c) does not require the plan to pay
with
Schiller
the value of the plan increases to
benefits to an alternate payee which
DuCanto
and
$120,000 by the time the plan is
are already required to be paid to
Fleck LLP where
to be divided, then half would be
another alternate payee under anshe concentrates
$60,000. However, if the QDRO
other order previously determined
10
provides $50,000 only, then the
to be a QDRO. In addition to the
her practice on litAlternate Payee will receive less
above factors required by statute,
igation of complex
than half. If the value of the plan
there are a number of other factors
matters, including
had decreased to $80,000 at the
that should be considered prior to
financial issues and custody. She is a
time the plan is to be divided, then
drafting a QDRO for a defined
graduate of IIT Chicago-Kent College
half would be $40,00011 and the
contribution plan.
of Law and Roosevelt University’s
Defined Contribution Plans.
Participant would not be happy if
Paralegal Program. Since 2000, Ms.
A defined contribution plan is a
the Alternate Payee were paid the
Voigt has been teaching in the Kids in
retirement savings plan, under
full $50,000.12
a Divorcing Society Program, a manwhich the employee, employer, or
The parties may agree on a set
datory class for divorcing parents in the
both make contributions into the
sum
without any market adjust16th Judicial District (Kane County).
plan. The principal in the plan is
ments. If a set sum is chosen, howinvested and ideally grows over the
ever, it is possible that by the time
life of the plan. Upon retirement,
the division of the plan benefit is
the employee can draw from the plan. The plans are popu- made, that the plan may not have sufficient funds to cover
lar because tax laws provide incentives for contributions that sum due to market losses. It is important to consider
to plans, such as permitting contributions to defined con- including market gain and loss language with all defined
tribution plans to be deducted from an employee’s gross contribution plans. Whether market adjustments are to
pay prior to calculating payroll taxes. Common types of be included should be noted not only in the QDRO, but
defined contribution plans are Profit Sharing Plans, Stock in the marital settlement agreement (and perhaps at the
Bonus Plans, Money Purchase Pension Plans, Employee prove-up as well).
Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs), Target Benefit Plans, and
Valuation / Division Date. The date that a defined
most commonly 401(k) Plans.
contribution plan is to be valued prior to being divided
One advantage the practitioner has when drafting a can be important. In most cases, the idea is to divide the
QDRO to divide a defined contribution plan is that the plan benefit as of the date of the divorce (or entry of whataccount balance and any given time can be readily deter- ever other relevant order is being entered). However, it
mined. This makes it much easier to determine the amount is important to know how the plan works. If the plan is
that is being divided between the parties. However, the fac- valued daily, then any date can be used. But if the plan is
tors noted below can seriously affect the amount received only valued once a month or once a quarter, the plan may
5
6
7
8
9
10

ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(C)(ii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(2)(B).
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(C)(iii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(2)(C).
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(C)(iv); I.R.C. § 414(p)(2)(D).
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(D)(i); I.R.C. § 414(p)(3)(A).
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(D)(ii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(3)(B).
ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(D)(iii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(3)(C).

See Schuster v. Schuster, 2010 WL 1544278 (E.D. Tenn. 2010);
Duncan v. Duncan, ___ S.W.3d ____, 2010 Ark. App. 561, 2010
WL 3420292 (Ark. App. 2010).
12 See In re the Matter of Taber – McCarthy, 993 A.2d 240; 160 N.H.
112 (2010); Romer v. Romer, 44 So.3d 514 (Ala. Civ. App. 2009).
11
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not be able to value the participant’s interest in the plan on
the date of the divorce.
The plan documents must be reviewed for the valuation
dates. If you are not sure if the plan is valued daily or on
another basis, the language to include in the QDRO is that
the plan should be valued and divided as of the divorce date
(or whatever other date is being used) or the nearest valuation date thereto. Some plans require the valuation date to
be the nearest valuation date prior to the divorce. For example, if the plan
was only valued
once a month at
the end of the
month and the
divorce occurred
on the 20th of
the month, then
the closest valuation date would
be the end of the
same month. If
the divorce was
on the 10th, then
the nearest valuation date would be the end of the prior
month.
Loans. Certain types of defined contribution plans allow the participants to take a loan against their benefits.
It is important to know if the participant has a loan pending with the defined contribution plan as that affects the
amount that can be distributed via QDRO. The statute
requires that the amount of a loan that may be taken is
the lesser of $50,000 or 50% of the plan value.13 In the
QDRO it is necessary to indicate whether the Alternate
Payee’s portion is to be taken from the balance after the
loan is deducted or the balance after adding the loan
back to the total. For example, if the plan’s total value is
$100,000 and there is a loan for $40,000, if the Alternate
Payee receives half after the loan is deducted, they would
receive $30,000. ($100,000 - $40,000 = $60,000 x 50% =
$30,000). If the Alternate Payee received half after the loan
was added back to the total, they would receive $50,000.
($100,000 x .50% = $50,000). Obviously, if the intent is
to give the Alternate Payee half of the total benefit, taking
the sum after deducting the loan, does not achieve that
result and would provide a substantially smaller sum.
Even if you are sure that there is no plan loan, you will
want to include language regarding a loan, because partici-

pants can take a plan loan out after the divorce is proved
up and prior to the QDRO being entered.
Surviving Spouse Provisions. In a defined contribution
plan, the Alternate Payee generally will roll the funds from
the plan to his or her own plan or IRA relatively quickly
after the QDRO is approved. In case the Participant dies
before the final distribution of the funds to the Alternate
Payee, it is important to list the Alternate Payee as the
surviving spouse to protect the Alternate Payee’s benefits.
After the divorce,
the
Alternate
Payee is no longer the spouse.
If the Participant
dies prior to the
QDRO
being
approved and the
funds separated
for the behalf
of the Alternate
Payee, it is possible that the
Plan will not pay
the Alternate Payee. The Alternate Payee is no longer the
surviving spouse and if such right has not been conveyed
by the QDRO, then the Alternate Payee may lose their
right to benefits.14 A QDRO submitted after death may be
honored by the Plan, provided that the marital settlement
agreement gave the Alternate Payee survivor rights.15
The IRC and ERISA provide for the treatment of a former spouse as a surviving spouse for purposes of determining survivor benefits. To the extent provided in any
QDRO: (a) the former spouse of a participant shall be
treated as a surviving spouse of such participant for relevant purposes under the IRC and ERISA (and any spouse
of the participant shall not be treated as a spouse of the participant for such purposes),16 and (b) if married for at least
one year, the surviving former spouse shall be treated as
meeting relevant requirements of the IRC and ERISA.17□

One advantage the practitioner has
when drafting a QDRO to divide a
defined contribution plan is that the
account balance at any given time can
be readily determined.

13 I.R.C. § 72(p)(2)(A).
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14 See Robson v. Electrical Contractors Ass’n Local 134 IBEW Joint

Pension Trust of Chicago, Pension Plan No. 5, 312 Ill. App. 3d
374, 727 N.E. 2d 692 (1st Dist. 1999); Guzman v. Commonwealth
Edison Co., 2000 WL 1898846 (N.D.Ill., Dec.28, 2000).
15 See Marker v. Northrop Grumman Space & Missions Systems
Corp. Salaried Pension Plan, 2006 WL 2873191 (N.D. Ill., Oct. 4,
2006) (unpublished) (concluding that ERISA does not contain a
deadline for submitting QDROs).
16 ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(F)(i); I.R.C. § 414(p)(5)(A).
17 ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1056(d)(3)(F)(ii); I.R.C. § 414(p)(5)(B).
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Are Your Client’s Employment
Policies Lawful? What We Can
Expect from the Current National
Labor Relations Board
By Phillip M. Schreiber and Kenneth A. Jenero

N

early all private sector employers in the United States are covered by the National Labor Relations Act (“Act”).1 The Act protects all nonsupervisory employees, whether or not they are
unionized. Section 7 of the Act2 forms the cornerstone of employee
rights under the Act. It guarantees nonsupervisory employees the right
“to form, join, or assist labor organizations, . . . [and] to engage in other
concerted activities for the purpose of . . . mutual aid or protection.”3
Section 7 protected activities include, for example, soliciting support for a union, discussing terms and conditions of employment or union organizing with co-workers,
joining with co-workers to raise work-related complaints
with their employer or governmental agency, and seeking
help from a union. Section 8 of the Act 4 makes it an unfair
labor practice for any employer to “interfere with, restrain,
or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed
in section 7.”
The Act is enforced by the National Labor Relations
Board (“NLRB” or “Board”). The NLRB is comprised
of five members; traditionally three members are of the
President’s party. When President George W. Bush was in
123

1 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-169.
2 29 U.S.C. § 157.
3 An employee’s section 7 rights are often characterized as the
4
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right to engage in “protected concerted activity.”
29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(1).
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office, the NLRB, consisting of three Republican members, issued numerous pro-employer decisions to which
the two Democratic members objected. One of those two
Democratic members, Wilma Liebman, is now the Board
Chairman, and President Obama has appointed two additional Democrats and one Republican to fill the vacancies. The Democratic members are Craig Becker and Mark
Pearce, both of whom (like Chairman Liebman) were
long-time union lawyers.5
Employers can reasonably expect significant changes
5

Craig Becker has served as Associate General Counsel of the
AFL-CIO and the SEIU. Prior to his appointment to the NRLB,
Member Becker advanced several strong pro-union positions
in areas under the purview of the Board (e.g., employers
should have no role in union organizing campaigns and union
representation elections; employers should have no right to
object to union campaign conduct; and the usual remedy
for unfair labor practices should be an order to recognize the
union and bargain).

under the new Board. Many “Bush-era” decisions will like- presumptively unlawful absent special circumstances.” In
ly be overruled, particularly those in which the Democratic other words, employees who are given access to their emBoard members dissented or which organized labor has ployer’s e-mail system for business purposes generally must
criticized. The new decisions undoubtedly will be much be permitted to use the system for Section 7 related activmore favorable to unions and employees. This is clear not ity, including union organizing. If The Register Guard deonly from the content and tenor of Chairman Liebman’s cision is reversed and Liebman’s view is adopted, employdissenting opinions, but also from several decisions that ers no longer will be able to lawfully implement policies
already have been handed down by the new Board. Several that permit a variety of personal uses of their e-mail and
key decisions are likely candidates
other computer-based systems, and
to be changed by the newly constiyet prohibit use of the systems to
Phillip M. Schreiber
tuted Board.
engage in union and other Section
is a partner in the
Use of an Employer’s Email
7-protected
communications.
labor
and
em6
System. In The Register Guard , the
Indeed, employers likely will be reployment practice
Board majority held that employees
quired to permit employees to use
group of Holland
have no statutory right to use their
their computer systems for Section
&
Knight
LLP.
employer’s e-mail and computer7 purposes even if all other nonHe
received
based systems for Section 7 purbusiness related communications
poses, such as union solicitations.
are prohibited.
his
undergraduate
degree
from
The majority specifically rejected
Employee
Representation
the University of Illinois, Urbana
existing Board precedent pursuDuring
an
Investigatory
Champaign in 1989 and his J.D. from
7
ant to which an employer could
Interview.
IBM
Corp.
dealt with
Northwestern University in 1992.
not validly prohibit employee use
the application of what are reof communications equipment for
ferred to as “Weingarten rights”
Section 7 purposes if it allowed
to non-union employees.8 Under
Kenneth A. Jenero
employees to use such equipment
the Board’s Weingarten decision,
also is a partfor any non-work-related purposes.
union-represented employees have
ner in Holland
Rather, according to the Register
the right, upon request, to the
& Knight’s labor
Guard majority, for discrimination
presence of a union representative
and
employment
to be unlawful, it must be along
during an investigatory interview
practice
group.
Section 7 lines. Unlawful discrimithat reasonably could result in
He received his
nation consists of disparate treatdisciplinary action against the emundergraduate degree from DePaul
ment of activities or communicaployee. The NLRB had addressed
University
in
1977
and
his
J.D.
from
tions of a similar character because
the question of whether nonDePaul College of Law in 1980.
of their union or other Section
union employees were entitled to
7-protected status. Therefore, an
Weingarten rights in several cases
employer lawfully may draw a line
prior to IBM Corp. The most rebetween (1) charitable solicitations and non-charitable cent decision was Epilepsy Foundation,9 where the Board
solicitations, (2) solicitations of a personal nature (e.g., a held that Weingarten rights did extend to non-union emcar for sale) and solicitations for the commercial sale of a ployees.
product (e.g., Avon products), (3) invitations of a personal
The majority in IBM Corp. overruled Epilepsy
nature and invitations for an organization, (4) solicitations Foundation, and held that non-union employees do not
and mere talk, and (5) business-related use and non-busi- have any Weingarten rights. In reaching its holding, the
ness-related use. In each of these examples, the fact that IBM Corp. majority reasoned that non-union co-workers
union solicitation would be prohibited does not establish do not represent the interests of the entire work force. In
that the rule discriminates along Section 7 lines.
contrast, a union representative who, while accompanyMember Liebman dissented “in the strongest possible ing a bargaining unit employee to an investigatory interterms.” In her view, “[w]here... an employer has given em- view, represents and safeguards the interests of the entire
ployees access to e-mail for regular, routine use in their
work,... banning all non-work-related ‘solicitations’ is 7 IBM Corp, 341 NLRB 1288 (2004).
See also NLRB v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251, 257 (1975)
(basing right on sections 7 and 8(a)(1)).
9 Epilepsy Foundation, 331 NLRB 676 (2000).
8
6

The Register Guard, 351 NLRB 1110 (2007).
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unit. Moreover, non-union co-workers cannot redress the
imbalance of power between employers and employees as
would the presence of a union representative at a meeting
with an employer.
In dissent, Member Liebman observed, “Today,
American workers without unions, the overwhelming majority of employees, are stripped of a right integral to workplace democracy.
. . . It is hard to
imagine an act
more basic to
‘mutual aid or
protection’ than
turning to a coworker for help
when faced with
an interview that
might end up
with the employee fired.” If IBM
Corp. is overruled, non-union employers may conceivably be required
to allow employees to be accompanied by a co-worker - or
possibly even an outside representative such as an attorney
or union organizer - at any meeting or interview that the
employee reasonably believes may result in some form of
disciplinary action.
Employer Work Rules. Prior Boards have established
a line of cases to test whether an employer’s work rules
impermissibly interfere with employee Section 7 rights.10
Over the years, employees have challenged a wide range
of work rules (e.g., prohibiting such things as profane language, disloyal or disruptive behavior, and threatening or
intimidating conduct) as unlawful because of their asserted tendency to chill employees in the exercise of activities
protected by Section 7. Under the existing case law, the
Board gives the work rule at issue a “reasonable reading” in
context. The Board does not consider the rule in isolation
or start with the presumption that the rule improperly interferes with an employee’s Section 7 rights. In conducting
its “reasonable reading” of a work rule, the Board considers the following factors: Does the rule, on its face, restrict
Section 7 activity? Would a reasonable employee read the
rule as interfering with Section 7 rights? Is there evidence
that the rule was applied to restrict Section 7 activity? Is
there evidence that the rule was promulgated in response
to union activity?

For example, in Martin Luther Memorial Home, Inc.,11
the Board majority found that an employer’s rule prohibiting “abusive and profane” language was lawful under the
Act. The majority based its decision on the fact that (1) the
rule did not, on its face, restrict Section 7 activity; (2) the
rule could not be read by a reasonable employee to interfere with Section 7 activity; (3) there was no evidence that
the rule had been
applied to restrict
Section 7 activity; and (4) there
was no evidence
that the rule was
promulgated in
response to union
activity. In her
dissenting opinion,
Member
Liebman stated
that she would
have found the
rule to be unlawful because employees could feel they were
restricted in communicating about terms and conditions
of employment.
In Tradesmen International,12 the Board majority held
that an employer’s rules prohibiting disloyal, disruptive,
competitive or damaging conduct; prohibiting slanderous or detrimental statements; and requiring employees to
represent the employer in a positive manner, were lawful.
The Board found that these rules served legitimate business
interests and reasonable employees would not construe
them as intended to proscribe Section 7 activity. Member
Liebman, in dissent, would have held that the challenged
rules violated the Act because they had a reasonable tendency to chill employees’ exercise of their Section 7 rights.
The rule at issue in Palms Hotel & Casino13 prohibited
employees from engaging in “conduct which is or has the
effect of being injurious, offensive, threatening, intimidating, or interfering with” other employees or patrons. The
Board majority held that this rule was lawful because it was
not promulgated in response to union organizing and did
not specifically address Section 7 activities. In her dissent,
Member Liebman rejected the “reasonable reading” standard and explained that she would have held that the challenged work rule violated the Act because the prohibition
against conduct that has the effect of being offensive or
interfering with other employees, could be read by employees to include unwanted or persistent union solicitation,

Service in the armed forces entails many
sacrifices, not the least of which is the
inability to assert certain legal rights due
to overseas deployments and
other hardships.

10
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Lafayette Park Hotel, 326 NLRB 824 (1998); Tradesmen
International, 338 NLRB 460 (2002); Lutheran Heritage Village,
343 NLRB 646 (2004); Palms Hotel & Casino, 344 NLRB 351(2005);
and Guardsmark, LLC, 344 NLRB 809 (2005).
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11 Martin Luther Memorial Home, Inc., 343 NLRB 646 (2004).
12 Tradesmen International, 338 NLRB 460 (2002).
13 Palms Hotel & Casino, 344 NLRB 351(2005).

which is protected activity.
Member Lieman’s dissents in the work rule cases suggest that, with a change in composition of the Board,
that Board may find violations of the Act with respect to
rules which would have passed muster under the previous
Board. Employers are well-advised to carefully review their
work rules to determine whether they include any overly
broad statements, and rewrite them to satisfy the more restrictive standards likely to be endorsed by the new Board.
Employers also may also consider adding notices to work
rules acknowledging employees’ rights to engage in Section
7 activity and specifically exempting such activity from the
scope of the rules. 14
Expansion of Activity Protected By the Act. In Holling
Press, Inc.,15 the Board considered whether an employee
was engaged in activity protected by Section 7 of the Act
when she solicited a co-worker to be a witness in support
of her sexual harassment claim filed with a state agency.
A majority of the Board held that the employee’s actions
were not subject to the protections of the Act. According
to the majority, although the employee’s conduct was concerted, it also was uniquely designed to advance her own
cause, and thus, was not engaged in for purposes of mutual
aid and protection.16 Therefore, the employee’s actions fell
outside of the purview of Section 7 of the Act.
In her dissent, Member Liebman stated that she would
have found the employee’s conduct to be protected by
Section 7. Member Liebman reasoned that efforts to invoke the protection of statutes benefiting employees (such
as equal employment and anti-harassment laws) are necessarily for the purpose of mutual aid and protection. Thus,
in Member Liebman’s view, an employee’s solicitation of
assistance from co-workers in support of a statutory claim,
even if individual in nature, is protected concerted activity
under Section 7.
In Waters of Orchard Park,17 the Board considered
whether nursing home employees were engaged in protected activity under the NLRA when they called the New
York State Department of Public Health to report excessive
heat in the employer’s nursing home. In finding the conduct to be outside the scope of Section 7, the Board major14 In some of Member Liebman’s dissents in the work rule cases,

she suggested that employers with suspect rules could come
within the bounds of the Act by including a disclaimer that the
rule’s prohibitions do not apply to conduct protected by the
Act. See e.g., Lutheran Heritage Village, 343 NLRB 646 (2004).
15 Holling Press, Inc., 343 NLRB 301 (2004).
16 In particular, the Board found that the employee’s complaint
was individual in nature, not for the benefit of a group; the
purpose in asking a co-worker to help her was to advance her
own cause, not a collective goal; and there was no evidence
that other employees had similar problems, real or perceived.
17 Waters of Orchard Park, 341 NLRB 642 (2004).

SIDEBAR: CIVIL PRACTICE
by RON MENNA
Post-Decree/Denial of Petition to Change Custody. In re
Marriage of A’Hearn,___ N.E.2d___, 2011 WL 1205483 (3rd Dist.).
At issue is whether a trial court’s decision regarding a nonchange of custody is a final order. The opinion notes that there
is a split in the districts. The First District holds that a ruling on
a post-decree petition for change of custody is a final order,
even if other matters are still pending. The Second and Fourth
Districts hold that post-dissolution petitions constitute new
claims within the same cause of action and therefore a SCR
304(a) finding is necessary for appellate review if other issues
are still pending. The Third District joins the First District.
Arbitration Agreements. QuickClick Loans, LLC v. Russell, 943
N.E.2d 166, 347 Ill.Dec. 876 (1st Dist. 2011). The designation
in the Arbitration Agreement of either the NAF or the AAA
was not simply an ancillary or logistical issue. External events
prevented the parties chosen administrators from arbitrating
the matter. The AAA was under a self-imposed moratorium from
participating in consumer debt collection actions without the
consumer’s consent. The NAF, pursuant to a consent judgment
in Minnesota, had ceased administering consumer arbitrations.
The agreement at issue directs that the parties “must choose”,
as neither choice was available, the court could not enforce the
Arbitration Agreement.
Preservation of Dismissed Claims. Bonhomme v. St. James,
__ N.E.2d__ , 2011 WL 901966 (2nd Dist. 2011). “Plaintiff filed
a notice of appeal before the trial court had ruled on her
motion for a finding or certification. Once that motion was
denied, plaintiff filed her third amended complaint without
any mention of intent to preserve the dismissed portions of her
second amended complaint and withdrew her notice of appeal.
Thus, plaintiff failed to preserve the dismissal of [the dismissed]
counts... of her second amended complaint, and [plaintiff ] has
abandoned them for purposes of appeal.”
Sending Exhibits to Jury. Estate of Oglesby, Deceased,__
N.E.2d__, 2011 WL 1205151 (1st Dist. 2011). The trial court
erred when it failed to exercise its discretion in denying the
defendants’ request to have an exhibit sent to the jury room.
While the court found this was error, the defendant failed to
establish sufficient prejudiced by the trial court’s error to
require a new trial on the damages awarded to the estate.
Extensions of Time/Post-Judgment Motion. Manning v. City
of Chicago, __ N.E.2d__, 2011 WL 803090 (1st Dist. 2011). “If the
trial court extends the time in which to file a posttrial motion
beyond the initial 30-day period, that order of time extension
must be entered within the 30-day period or within any period
of extension already given. In other words, after the 30-day
period has expired, or the extended period of time has expired,
without the entry of a new order setting a new deadline, the trial
court loses jurisdiction over the case. And, once the trial court
loses jurisdiction, any subsequent orders entered, including a
notice of appeal which would vest jurisdiction with our court,
are not viable.” (Internal quotes omitted)□
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ity reasoned that the employees’ call to the State did not
involve a term or condition of their employment or any of
their co-workers. Instead, they called to express their concern about the patients. Member Liebman dissented based
on her view that the employees’ expressed concerns over
patient care necessarily involved their working conditions.
Member Liebman’s dissents suggest that the new Board
will take a more expansive view of what constitutes protected employee conduct under Section 7 of the Act. For
example, it is entirely possible that most or all individual
complaints to governmental enforcement agencies will be
protected, even if the employee was acting alone and out
of purely selfish motives. As such, the NLRA may be transformed into an anti-retaliation statute of much broader
application. An expanded definition of protected Section
7 activity may lead to more unfair labor practice charges
against employers.
Notably, the Board recently issued a decision significantly expanding the scope of the Act’s protections. In Parexel
International, LLC, 18 a majority of the Board found that
the employer violated the Act when it discharged an employee to prevent her from engaging in protected concerted activity. In other words, the Board found that the employer unlawfully interfered with the employee’s Section
7 rights even though the employee had not yet engaged
in any statutorily protected conduct. This is an unprecedented interpretation of Section 7’s scope and portends a
likely trend in the expansion of the Act’s protections under
the new Board.
Union Buttons and Paraphernalia. In W San Diego,19
the Board considered whether the employer violated the
Act when it prohibited an employee from wearing a union
button in public areas of its hotel. The Board majority found no violation. In their view, although employees
have a statutorily protected right to wear union insignia,
the employer’s prohibition against wearing a union button
in areas where the employees interacted with the public
was justified by “special circumstances.”20 Specifically, the
union button would have interfered with the employer’s
use of a particular uniform for in-room delivery servers
designed to create a unique atmosphere and ambiance for
hotel guests.
Member Liebman disagreed with the majority’s conclusion that the employer had established special circumstances warranting the ban on union buttons in public areas. According to Member Liebman, customer exposure to
union insignia, standing alone, does not constitute “special

circumstances” simply because of concerns about creating
controversy. Furthermore, wearing a union button that
contains no offensive messages or language does not in any
meaningful way interfere with an employer’s effort to create an image of neatly uniformed employees.
Under the new Board, there will likely be an increased
burden on employers to establish “special circumstances”
which would enable them to prohibit employees from
wearing union insignia. In particular, the Board is less likely to accept a business image rationale. Rather, the Board
likely will require the employer to prove that wearing the
challenged insignia would significantly or meaningfully
detract from the employer’s ability to achieve its legitimate
business objectives
Bannering. In 2010, in Eliason & Knuth of Arizona,
Inc.,21 the new Board ruled on an important matter of first
impression: whether a union violates the Act when, at a
secondary employer’s business,22 its agents display a large
stationary banner announcing a “labor dispute” and seeking to elicit “shame on” the employer or persuade customers not to patronize the employer. The majority of the new
Board held that the union did not violate the Act because
its display of the banner was not “intimidation or persuasion.” According to the Board, the union peaceably displayed the banners bearing a message directed to the public; the banners were held stationary on a public sidewalk
or right-of-way; no one patrolled or carried picket signs;
and no one interfered with persons seeking to enter or exit
from any workplace. While the practice of “bannering”
stops short of picketing - which the Board has regularly
held to be unlawful secondary activity - this ruling by the
new Board nonetheless clears the way for unions to apply
pressure to primary employers by directly influencing the
employers’ relationships with secondary employers.
Conclusion. Employers already have been subjected
to significant changes in the NLRB’s interpretation of
the NLRA under the new Board appointed by President
Obama, and they can expect to see many more changes
that will continue to greatly expand employee and union
rights. Ultimately, these changes will result in more unfair
labor practices charges being filed against employers and
increased employer liability. To counter this, employers
should carefully examine their employment policies, including their wording and scope of application. Revisions
may well be in order. □

18 Parexel International, LLC, 356 NLRB No. 82 (2011).
19 W San Diego, 348 NLRB 372 (2006).
20 An employee’s right to wear union buttons and insignia may

21 355 NLRB No. 159.
22 A secondary employer is an employer that does business with

be overcome by “special circumstances.”
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another employer (the primary employer) which has a dispute
with a union.
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Seriously Considering Series LLCs
By Matthew J. Jakobsze

L

ooking for a way to protect your business’ low risk assets from its high
risk ones, and still maintain flexibility? Then the Series LLC may be the
right type of formation for your business. “A series LLC is designed to
allow the owner of an LLC that comprises separate businesses or separate lines
of business (e.g., manufacturing and transportation) to put each in a separate series and protect the assets of one series from the creditors of another.”1

The Series LLC has become a trend in the real estate industry, for venture capital and investment funds, operating
companies, and other complex business arrangements with
a diversity of risk 1
What is a Series LLC? In 2005, the Illinois Legislature
supplemented the Illinois Limited Liability Company Act
by allowing LLCs to form series.2 A series can be thought
of as a “cell” or a compartment that allows an LLC to separate its assets, business functions, or liabilities, within the
umbrella LLC organization. Under this statue, an LLC
may, through its operating agreement, designate “series” of
members, managers or limited liability company interests
to have separate rights, powers, or duties regarding specific
properties, obligations, profits and losses of the umbrella
LLC.3 In other words, no other series, nor the “parent”
entity, is subject to the debts or obligations of any individual series. Furthermore, the owners of each series are not
personally liable for the debts or obligations of the series

which they own. Because Illinois’ statute accords separate
legal status to a series,4 each series may also have a business
purpose or investment objective separate from each series
and from the LLC itself.5
Under the Illinois Series LLC statute, so long as the corporate formalities are upheld, each series maintains limited
liability and is to be treated as a separate entity.6 As a result,
each series may “contract, hold title to assets, grant security
interests, sue and be sued, and otherwise conduct business
and exercise the powers of a limited liability company....”7
Because each series may have a purpose or objective distinct from the master LLC and the other series,8 the Series
LLC is not limited in its scope of business operations.
The corporate formalities associated with Series LLCs

1 Michael W. McLoughlin & Bruce P. Ely, The Series LLC – Raises

organization. 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b). This is distinct
from the Delaware Series LLC statue, which does not authorize
a similar level of autonomy.
7 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).
8 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(a).

Serious State Tax Questions but Few Answers Are Yet Available, 24
J. Multi-State Tax. & Incentives, at 8 (Jan. 2007).
2 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40.
3 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(a).
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4 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).
5 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(a).
6 Subject to how each series is limited in the articles of

do not differ much from those required of regular LLCs.9 only two entities: two LLCs would cost $1,000; whereas
These formalities include: maintaining separate account- an LLC with two series would only cost $850. The savings
ing, banking, asset and entity records for the umbrella LLC increase exponentially with the number of series created: if
and for each series; providing in the umbrella LLC’s arti- five LLC’s were formed, it would cost $2,500; whereas an
cles of organization10 how each series’ liability is to be lim- LLC with five series would cost only $1,000.
ited; filing a certificate of designation11 with the Secretary
Flexibility. While the formation of a Series LLC starts
of State for each series created; and, giving notice to parties with the incorporation of the umbrella LLC, and subsecontracting with the series.12 The noquently with the formation of inditice requirement is further satisfied by Matthew
vidual series, these new associated
J.
ensuring each series contains the en- Jakobsze is a thirdentities do not automatically default
tire name of the LLC and by making year law student
to the traditional parent-subsidiary
each series’ name distinguishable from at
paradigm. Indeed, the flexibility availNorthern
all other series created by the umbrella
able to determine how these entities
Illinois University
13
LLC.
should be related is the most interCollege of Law
Administrative Costs. You may
esting and potentially valuable asset.
where he serves as
be asking, if each series can separately
This new company can be owned and
a
Lead
Articles
Editor
of
the
Northern
make contracts, hold title to assets,
divided in an endless array of possiand be party to a lawsuit, then why Illinois University Law Review, bilities: some series may be memberwould a Series LLC be better than President of the Sports & Entertainment managed, manager-managed; the
having multiple LLCs? One of the Law Society, the ABA Law Student LLC may own the series, or members
main benefits of using an LLC with Division Representative, and a com- and/or managers of the LLC may each
multiple series, as compared to mul- petitor in the 2011 Jessup International own portions of each series. So long
tiple LLCs, is the administrative costs Law Moot Court Competition. He as the appropriate documentation is
saved. In Illinois, the filing fee to file graduated magna cum laude from maintained, the entity form can take
articles of organization for a new LLC Dominican University in 2008 with the shape of a holding company, or to
is $500;14 whereas the filing fee for a a Bachelors of Arts in Psychology. horizontal subsidiaries. Furthermore,
new Series LLC is $750,15 and an addue to the ease and relatively low cost
ditional $50 to file each new series’
of adding17 or dissolving a series,18 the
16
certificate of designation. Thus, when using a Series LLC, Series LLC provides even more flexibility.
the savings on filing fees are apparent after the creation of
Liability in Illinois. For entities solely doing business
in Illinois, the laws on liability will be fairly straightforward. Because each series within the limited liability com9 Compare 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b), with 805 Ill. Comp.
pany is treated as a separate entity (to the extent set forth
Stat. § 180/1-37.
10 The Illinois Articles of Organization form can be found at the in the articles of organization), the debts, liabilities and
Illinois Secretary of State website, Cyber Drive Illinois, Limited obligations incurred for by each respective series will be
Liability
Company,
https://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/
publications/pdf_publications/llc55s.pdf (last visited Oct. 6, enforceable against that series alone and not against the
LLC generally, so long as the aforementioned corporate
2010).
11 The Illinois Certificate of Designation form can be found at the formalities are upheld.19 As a result, the LLC and any of its

12

13
14
15
16

Illinois Secretary of State website, Cyber Drive Illinois, Limited
Liability
Company,
https://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/
publications/pdf_publications/llc3740.pdf (last visited Oct. 6,
2010).
This notice requirement imposes a heavier burden than most
states’ Series LLC statute’s notice requirement. Under Illinois
law, the certificate of designation for each series must list the
names of the members, if the series is member-managed, or
the names of the managers if the series is manager-managed.
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(d). That statement is deemed to
be notice to the public of the limitation on liability. Presumably,
the LLC does not need to make any other formal or practical
disclosure to third parties that obligations cannot be enforced
against the assets of the LLC as a whole, but due to the novelty
of the Series LLC, it should.
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(c).
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/50-10(b)(1).
Id.
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/50-10(b)(18).

17 A series’ existence begins upon the filing of the certificate of

designation with the Secretary of State. 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. §
180/37-40(d). It only costs $50 to create a new series. 805 Ill.
Comp. Stat. § 180/50-10(d).
18 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b). There is a $100 fee associated
with filing articles of dissolution for a series. 805 Ill. Comp. Stat.
§ 180/50-10(d).
19 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b) (“[T]he debts, liabilities and
obligations incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with
respect to a particular series shall be enforceable against the
assets of such series only, and not against the assets of the
limited liability company generally or any other series thereof,
and unless otherwise provided in the operating agreement,
none of the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses
incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect
to the limited liability company generally or any other series
thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of such series.”).
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series can choose to work together, to contract jointly, or to
be treated as a single business for purposes of qualification
to do business in this or any other state,20 and these choices
will not affect the limited liability of each series, unless a
series specifically accept joint liability by contract.21
Drawbacks. Due to the novelty of the Series LLC,
and because the drafters of the 2006 Revised Uniform
Limited Liability Company Act did not include a section
on Series LLCs,22 problems may arise as to whether series
are recognized as
distinct legal entities. Since there
is no uniform or
fallback source to
guide courts in
their assessment
of proper business relations, an
entity considering the Series
LLC format must
evaluate how it
may be viewed in foreign jurisdictions and for torts, how
to ensure a series liability is limited in contract, how a series may be taxed, and how a series may be viewed by a
bankruptcy court.
Respect from Foreign Jurisdictions. The ability to
separate high-and low-risk endeavors is a significant advantage of the Series LLC but because many other jurisdictions have not adopted a Series LLC statute,23 doing
business in other states poses the risk that a foreign state
will not uphold the internal insulation established by a
Series LLC, and will instead use its own LLC laws. As a
result, when deciding on what type of business entity to
form, considerations should also be made as to where this
entity will do business, and the potentially conflicting laws
of those foreign jurisdictions. In doing such an assessment,
one must review choice of law principles for business corporations.
Whether an organization is to be treated as a corporation
under a foreign state is governed by § 298 of the Second
Restatement of Conflicts, which states “[a]n organization

formed in one state will be considered a corporation within
the meaning of a statute or rule of another state if the attributes the organization possesses under the local law of the
state of its formation are sufficient to make it a corporation
for the purposes of the statute or rule.”24 The qualities of a
series should be compared against those of the LLC statute of any foreign state. “If the [foreign] forum state’s law
[will] negate the shield entirely or [will] limit the shield
in a manner different from that of the law of the state of
organization” 25
(as may result
when a another
state does not
have a Series LLC
statute), there is
more reason for
a court to apply a heightened
scrutiny to the
actions of that series. But because
many of those
qualities will mirror those held generally by LLCs, there
appears to be strong support for according a series the
same respect as a forum state’s regular LLC.
“[A] court may, [however,] disregard a foreign liability
shield if the shield is repugnant to the policy of the forum
state.”26 A foreign state’s strong interest in compensating
its citizens may lead a court of that forum to disregard the
Illinois series system and hold the umbrella LLC liable for
the actions of its series, especially if there is fraud, undercapitalization, a failure to maintain the corporate formalities, or if the series functions as the alter ego of the general
LLC, or another series. Thus, it is even more important to
adhere to the corporate, record, and notice requirements.
States generally will not prohibit a foreign company
from doing business in that foreign state, but may impose
restrictions or qualification requirements.27 But courts may
prohibit a foreign company from doing business if the financial structure of the company involved does not meet
its requirements.28 In anticipation of such requirements,
the Illinois Series LLC statute allows a series and the LLC
to “elect to be treated as a single business for purposes of
qualification to do business in this or any other state.”29

You may be asking, if each series can
separately make contracts, hold title to
assets, and be party to a lawsuit, then
why would a Series LLC be better than
having multiple LLCs?

20 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).
21 Id.
22 Revised Unif. Ltd. Liab. Act, Prefatory Note (2006), 6A U.L.A. 214,

216 (West Supp. 2007).
23 Illinois and only a few other states have enacted a form of Series
LLC statute: Delaware (Del. Code Ann. Tit. 6, § 18-215); Iowa
(Iowa Code Ann. § 490A.305 (West Supp. 2008)); Oklahoma
(Okla. Stat. Ann. Tit. 18, § 2054.4 (West Supp. 2008)); Nevada
(Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 86.296 (West Supp. 2008)); Tennessee
(Tenn. Code Ann. § 48-249-309 (West Supp. 2008)); and, Utah
(Utah Code Ann. § 48-2c-606 (West Supp. 2007)).
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24 Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 298 (1971).
25 Carter G. Bishop & Daniel S. Kleinberger, Limited Liability

Companies: Tax & Bus. L. ¶ 6.08(6) (2009).

26 Id.
27 See Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 311 cmt. b

(1971).

28 See Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 311 cmt. b

(1971).

29 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).

If the general LLC can bolster a series qualification to do
business in another state, courts in that foreign state may
view the series and the LLC as one entity, disregard the
limited liability of each series, and impose a judgment
against the entire LLC. If both the series and the LLC register jointly to do business in a foreign state, it may affect
the way the general LLC and other series are held liable.
It is important, therefore, for a Series LLC to consider the
qualification requirements of any state it considers doing
business in, and make sure to provide adequate notice of
the capacity of the series doing business.30
Tort Liability. Does an LLC expose itself to tort liability for “working together” with its series? Under Illinois’
Series LLC statute, this choice does not affect the limited
liability of such a series.31 It would seem then, that because
the Illinois statute recognizes an LLC and its series as legally distinct entities, the only way a general LLC will be
held liable for the actions of its series is by piercing the
corporate veil. But if a third party sues in a foreign jurisdiction for a tort that a Series committed in that jurisdiction,
the forum jurisdiction could potentially disregard Illinois’
Series LLC statute, impose the LLC law of the forum state,
and hold the general LLC liable for the actions of its legally
distinct series. Therefore, the lack of predictability in the
conflicts analysis in Part III.A poses another drawback that
may not be resolved until more states adopt a Series LLC
statute.
Liability in Contract. Unlike tort law, there is a much
easier way to ensure Illinois’ Series LLC law will be used
instead of a foreign state’s LLC law - when a series enters
into contracts with companies that are not from Illinois,
include a choice of law provision. Since a series incorporated (and presumably operating) in Illinois has a substantial relationship to the parties and to the transaction,32 and
the business formation of a party who has been named
a defendant in a claim arguably does not contradict the
fundamental policy of a foreign state with a materially
greater interest,33 such a choice of law provision should
be upheld. Notice in the contract that the business contracting is a series, and not the full LLC or an agglomeration of the series, will bolster the limited liability shield.
If no choice of law provision is included in the contract,
courts will weigh each parties interests under section 188
of the Second Restatement of Conflicts,34 and consider
30

31
32
33
34

Arguably, since states can impose such qualification
requirements on foreign businesses, the absence of such a
requirement (that a LLC be jointly liable for the actions of an
LLC’s series’ actions within that foreign state) may preclude a
court from holding the general LLC liable.
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).
See Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 187(2)(a) (1971).
See id. § 187(2)(b) (1971).
Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 188 (1971).

“the place of contracting,”35 “the place of negotiation of
the contract,”36 “the place of performance,”37 “the location
of the subject matter of the contract,”38 and “the domicile,
residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of
business of the parties.”39 Due to uncertainty as to which
side a court will come down on in this analysis, prudent
practice dictates including a choice of law provision.
Taxation. Business owners should strongly consider the
type of state and federal taxes a business will incur when
deciding whether to form a Series LLC. Because each
Illinois series has its own powers, rights and responsibilities, “[t]he default treatment of the series and parent LLC
under Illinois statute is that they are separate entities and
will remain so until the series and parent LLCs choose to
be treated as one taxpaying entity.”40 While each series may
be intended to be a separate entity,41 the variables involved
with establishing ownership interests and profit expectations lead to a variety of ways to minimize taxes.42
While Series LLCs also likely qualify to choose whether
to be taxed as a partnership or as a corporation,43 the IRS’s
refusal to publicly issue guidance on Series LLCs leaves
another layer of uncertainty.44 Even though “the Illinois
Series LLC statute appears to be tailored more toward the
treatment of the series as a separate entity, whether a series
will be treated as such by the IRS in all circumstances still
is not clear.”45
Bankruptcy. Some have dreamt of how Series LLCs
can make an entity “judgment-proof ” by using series to
insulate assets from the bankrupt estate.46 Just as there is
uncertainty for tax purposes, there is uncertainty as to how
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42

43
44
45
46

Id. § 188(a).
Id. § 188(b).
Id. § 188(c).
Id. § 188(d).
Id. § 188(e).
Charles T. Terry & Derek D. Samz, An Initial Inquiry into the
Federal Tax Classification of Series Limited Liability Companies,
110 Tax Notes 1093, 1097 (2006). See also 805 Ill. Comp. Stat.
§ 180/37-40(b)(“[t]he limited liability company and any of its
series may elect to consolidate their operations as a single
taxpayer to the extent permitted under applicable law....”).
805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/37-40(b).
See Sandra Mertens, Series Limited Liability Companies: A
Possible Solution to Multiple LLCs, 84 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 272, 27784 (2009). Some commentators have suggested assessing
“whether an individual series is actually carrying on a separate
business” as a test to see whether the series can be treated as a
separate entity for tax purposes. McLoughlin & Ely, supra note
1, at 11 (citation omitted).
Mertens, supra note 44, at 280.
McLoughlin & Ely, supra note 1, at 10.
McLoughlin & Ely, supra note 1, at 11.
Amanda J. Bahena, Series LLCs: The Asset Protection Dream
Machines?, 35 J. Corp. L. 799, 805 (2010) (arguing, for
predictability, that bankruptcy courts should not permit
limited liability for each series, nor allow series to file for
bankruptcy separately).
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bankruptcy courts will evaluate this type of asset isolation.
Matters are complicated by the potential choice of law issues between federal bankruptcy laws and state corporation law, and the equitable remedies afforded to bankruptcy courts that seek “to achieve fair treatment for creditors
and other claimants.”47 In evaluating whether to consolidate a business, bankruptcy courts consider “whether the
group engages in essentially one business, the integration
of the group’s external operations, and the integration of
the group’s internal operations.”48 If special care is taken
to ensure those factors are avoided and otherwise maintain separate records, there is a much stronger likelihood
that series’ limited liability will independently be upheld.
Furthermore, because Illinois series are recognized as separate legal entities, there is a strong argument that each series
should be able to separately file for bankruptcy and have its
liability shield upheld.49 This argument is furthered if the
series has provided adequate notice of its status as a series
to its creditors, which would limit creditors’ expectations.50
Administration Costs. Administrative costs have benefits but they can also have some associated drawbacks.
Because only a few other jurisdictions have enacted a Series
47 Id. As mentioned, deliberate undercapitalization is one way

courts have pierced the corporate veil and ignored the series’
internal divisions.
48 Id., footnote and accompanying text.
49 See id., at 806.
50 See id.

LLC statute, a strict adherence to the corporate formalities
will be necessary in order to ensure that courts uphold the
internal liability shields and asset protection envisioned in
the Illinois statute. Thus, it may take greater administrative
oversight and management to keep each series’ records separate and distinct. Additionally, while Illinois requires only
one operating agreement and one registered agent acting
for the entire LLC, each series must file an annual return,
the LLC and each series must file an annual report and
pay associated fees.51 Finally, the cost of hiring an attorney
to draft documents, litigate, and advise to avoid litigation
can be costly due to the novelty of the subject-matter and
the uncertainty as to whether foreign states will uphold
the Illinois Series LLC statute. These administrative drawbacks may pale in comparison to the costs under one of the
aforementioned areas of law a company may be held liable.
Conclusion. There are many of issues yet to be resolved
in the area of Series LLCs. When assessing what type of
business to set up, the aforementioned issues are all important considerations, but are not exhaustive. In many
instances, the risks associated with a Series may outweigh
the benefits, and separate LLCs may be a safer course of
conduct. Yet, as more states adopt Series LLCs statutes
comparable to Illinois’, a Series LLC may be a more advantageous corporate formation than using multiple LLCs. □
51 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. § 180/50-1.

Nigro, Westfall & Gryska P.C. is pleased to announce that
Howard M. Turner has joined our firm as “Of Counsel.”
Howard concentrates his practice in construction related transactions and litigation, including mechanics lien matters. Howard is an accomplished construction lawyer and litigator with over forty years of experience. He will add
to our firm’s established strengths in construction related matters. Howard has authored many articles on construction including co-authoring three chapters in Mechanics Liens in Illinois published by The Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education (IICLE) which he has edited since 1994. He has also written several chapters in other IICLE
publications on construction law, including pre-bid considerations for trade contractors and drafting subcontracts.
As a member of select committees of the Chicago Bar Association, Howard helped draft the 2005 and 2006 amendments to the Illinois Mechanics Lien Act. He also wrote an article for The Illinois Bar Journal explaining the 2005
amendments.

Nigro, Westfall & Gryska, P.C., 1793 Bloomingdale Rd., Glendale Heights, Illinois 60139
(630) 682-9872 www.nigrowestfall.com
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Domestic Relations Division:
The Honorable Robert Anderson
by Sean McCumbeR

“I

really do like lawyers,” said
Judge Robert Anderson,
Presiding Judge of the
Domestic Relations Division, “I
married one. Two of my three
children are lawyers. Most of my
friends are lawyers.” For almost
twenty years, Judge Anderson has
served on the judiciary of DuPage
County, having been appointed
Associate Judge in 1992 and then
Circuit Judge in 1995.
When he joined the bench, Judge
Anderson, when asked where he
wanted to sit, said, “I want to go to
Juvenile.” Judge Anthony Peccarelli
obliged and assigned Judge
Anderson to juvenile court. From
1992 to 2000, Judge Anderson
served in the Domestic Relations

Division. In 1995, he served his first
of two stints as the Presiding Judge
of the Domestic Relations Division.
On his first day as a presiding
judge, he noted that it started and
ended with unusual events. Judge
Anderson reminisced, “I had no
real experience [with divorce] in
practice, though I had handled some
post-decree divorce matters.”
Waxing poetic on that first
presiding day, he said, “My first case
was a prove-up. One of the attorneys
advised the Court that the wife was
intoxicated. The husband brought
his mistress. A fight ensued in the
hallway.... What was I to do? I was
not sure, so I did what most judges
would have done – I continued the
case,” he chuckles. As the first day

Judge Anderson at his desk. Photo©2011.rep3.com.
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progressed toward its end, Judge
Anderson states, “The last case of the
day was set to be a trial with John
Panegasser. Panegasser advised me
fifteen minutes later that the case
was settled and would proceed to
prove-up. Just before the prove-up
was to begin, the wife keeled over.
Nothing could happen then.”
Of course, after that day and
many others, Judge Anderson’s
first turn as Presiding Judge of the
Domestic Relations Division came
to a close in a few years and he went
on to serve as a Circuit Judge in the
Felony Division, hearing violent
crime cases, major drug offenses,
and other serious felonies. In late
2008, the opportunity to serve a
Presiding Judge of the Domestic
Relations Division again fell to Judge
Anderson. Though he presently
presides over one of the two juvenile
court calls, Judge Anderson spent
two years of this term as Presiding
Judge hearing divorces and custody
disputes.
He compares and contrasts his
two terms in the division, noting
that the biggest change this time
around is “the faltering economy.”
In his first term, he said, “if the
parties owned a home, there was
money to be divided. Attorneys
were easily able to be paid. People
could move on.” Now, he added,
“Houses are underwater and there
is no real money to pay anyone.

Now there is a lot more division of
debt.” When asked about any other
changes he has seen, he said, “More
people are representing themselves
pro se. So, all of the raw emotions
of divorce are present, with little to
no understanding of the law and
procedure.” In fact, he said, “people
really want marital misconduct to
be heard, to be a basis for financial
decision.”
Two programs initiated under
the prior presiding judge, Judge
Rodney Equi, continue to help the
division handle the overflow of pro
se litigants. One program is the
Pro Se Help Desk, which operates
Mondays and Wednesdays from
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon. This program
brings volunteer attorneys to a room
outside the Chief Judge’s Office to
offer guidance and advice to litigants
in drafting or arguing their issues
to the Court. The other program
is Night Court. At 4:00 p.m. every
Thursday, volunteer attorneys sit
with rotating judges of the division
in Courtroom 1003. Pro se litigants
may bring and argue financial
motions before the Court. The
Court has a 20-case docket load and
does not hear custody or visitation
issues.
Another issue that Judge
Anderson sees as a boon for the
division is the unbundling of legal
services. In short, a lawyer and client
can agreed to limited representation,
provided that the client consents
after full disclosure.1 The agreement
for services might be solely to draft
the petition for dissolution or to
draft Qualified Domestic Relations
Orders or to draft settlement
agreements for the parties. Judge
Anderson said, “Particularly in
1	Illinois Rule of Professional Conduct
1.2(c).

divorce, it is better for people to
have lawyers.” He added, “Divorce
is always a work in progress. Life
does not stop. Children do not stop.
There is no frozen picture to look
back upon.” With lawyers handling
all or part of a divorce proceeding,
the hope is that things will run
smoother, litigants will be calmer,
and cases will move more quickly.

The old saying that “divorce is
more fun the second time around”
does not necessarily ring true for
Judge Anderson, but the second
time in the division, for him, has
been easier and harder at the same
time. With the 900-series Rules of
the Illinois Supreme Court coming
to fruition just before he returned
as Presiding Judge, Judge Anderson

Judge Anderson in the Judicial Center’s Safe Harbor, a facility his wife, Irene Bahr, played
a key role in opening. Photo©2011.rep3.com.
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comments, “Mediation is now
mandatory, and that has provided
an opportunity for lawyers (and
some social workers) to move people
toward positive resolution of their
custody and visitation disputes.” The
Illinois Supreme Court also recently
modified the rules to provide for
the entry of custody judgments.
This provides for immediate
appeal from such judgments
(when warranted), allowing for
financial matters to be resolved
independently of children issues.
However, the big challenge
to the division remains Illinois
Supreme Court Rule 922. Rule
922 provides, “All child custody
proceedings under this rule in the
trial court shall be resolved within
18 months from the date of service
of the petition or complaint to
final order. In the event this time
limit is not met, the trial court
shall make written findings as to
the reason(s) for the delay.” Judge
Anderson said that, “Judge Linda
Davenport, our resident computer
guru, has created a tracking system
so that the judges receive a monthly
report of the cases which tracks
the 18-month requirement.” This
resolution of custody disputes is
important to children. He added,
“We need to speed up the process.
18 months seems reasonable to
lawyers and the legal system. To a
child, 18 months is an incredibly
long period of time.” When asked if
bifurcation of custody and divorce
was a good idea, Judge Anderson
said, “No. Even the parties need
finality if they are to move and care
for their children.”
Getting cases in this division to
conclusion is no small feat. When
commenting on the judges over
whom he presides, Judge Anderson
heaped praise. “We have a history in
54
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the division of having good, hardworking judges,” he said, “who want
to be here and who are willing to
help out.” The judges in the division
put in extra hours by serving in the
Night Court rotation, by covering
calls when fellow judges are sick or
on vacation, and by taking on cases
from other judges when trial calls
Sean McCumber
is a partner at
Sullivan Taylor &
Gumina, P.C. in
Wheaton, Illinois
and a longtime resident of
DuPage County.
He concentrates
his practice in family law – divorces,
paternity cases, child custody disputes,
domestic partnerships, guardianships,
adoptions, and juvenile law. He is active
in the Family Law, Child Advocacy, and
Legal Aid Committees of the DCBA.

take on a life of their own.
Some of the judges, ironically, also
handle the marriage call on Fridays
at 11:30 a.m., performing civil
marriage ceremonies for members
of the public. On top of this, the
judges in the division meet monthly.
Sometimes they address changes in
the law, such as civil unions (Judges
Robert Miller, Timothy McJoynt,
and Davenport are members of the
committee reviewing Local Rule 15
to determine if any changes need
to be made). Other times, speakers
come to the meetings to offer
additional training for the judges.
At almost every meeting, the judges
share case issues with one another.
On top of these duties, Judge
Anderson sits on the Family Violence
Coordinating Counsel, which
handles domestic violence issues

that can be prevalent in divorce
and paternity proceedings. He also
sits on the Collar Counties Juvenile
Judges Association, which he cofounded to allow juvenile court
judges the opportunity to network
with colleagues and discuss current
issues in juvenile court. Finally, as a
Circuit Judge, Judge Anderson also
attends the monthly meeting of
the Circuit Judges.
With his professed admiration
of lawyers, Judge Anderson
said, “Discourteousness and
incivility can creep into this
division with some frequency.”
Common problems include
“sniping” at the bench, making
unreasonable
objections
or
harsh comments to one another,
and submitting motions and
pretrial memoranda at the last
minute and expecting immediate
results. Judge Anderson said,
“It is easy for divorce lawyers to
identify with their clients and
absorb their emotions.” Despite
these situations, Judge Anderson
applauded the lawyers, “Domestic
Relations lawyers are very generous
with their time and talents,
volunteering to help and training
fellow attorneys in substantive
law.” To younger and seasoned
attorneys, Judge Anderson closed
with this comment. “Technology
is the wave of the future for the
division – computer software and
touch technology brings instant
information to the lawyer and the
Court, while email and texting
brings more of the emotion into
proceedings.” With that, he
returned to the quiet confines of
the juvenile court, knowing that the
family and friends who are lawyers
hear him when he says, “I truly do
like lawyers, and I like being around
lawyers.” □

Donald J. Ramsell has been named “Illinois Super Lawyer” by Chicago Magazine’s publishers
since 2005. The Chicago Sun Times identified Mr. Ramsell as one of the top 5 DUI Defense
Attorneys in the State of Illinois. Donald is a nationally recognized DUI defense attorney, author
and lecturer on the topic of DUI defense. Recently, Don was also named one of “Illinois Leading
Lawyers” in a statewide survey of his peers. Don has instructed attorneys on DUI defense in
Illinois, Michigan, Texas and at Harvard. In 2007, Donald was nominated and recognized as a
sustaining Member of the National College for DUI Defense.
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How I Spent My
First Year as
Executive Director
By Leslie Monahan

A

ssociation life is cyclical.
Most associations have the
same events, same elections,
same business items year after year.
Thus, as I celebrate the completion
of my first year as DCBA Executive
Director, it is a great time to reflect
on the year and prepare for the next
one.
I should start by saying that
I have enjoyed my first year immensely. Yes, it has been exhausting
and frustrating, but it has also been
interesting and extremely rewarding – actually pretty similar to how
I feel about parenting. Like parenting, this job is much more than
what I thought I was signing up for.
It is difficult to summarize what I’ve
done on the job in 1,000 words or
less and the editors will complain if
I take more space, so following are
a few of my observations in the last
year and the lessons I have learned.
Passionate Volunteers. In order to persuade the editors to not
cut this to bits, I’ll mention them
first. When you start any job, you
take a look at what is in place and
quickly assess what needs to be revamped, replaced or removed and
then prioritize what has to happen
day one and what can wait until the
second or third year. The copies of
the DCBA Brief I was given while
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interviewing were good – there
was plenty of educational content,
the info about association events
was there, but it felt fragmented. I
had some ideas for what to do with
the magazine, but there were other
items that needed more critical attention, so I put the DCBA Brief on
my year two list.
Then, within days of when I
started, Ted Donner walked into
my office and asked to talk about
the magazine. He said that he was
thinking about revamping the layout. I gave him my two cents on
what I’d like to see, showed him a
couple examples of other trade association magazines I liked and told
him to let me know how I could
help. The result is the magazine you
have in your hands. I am immensely
grateful for the extensive amount of
time that Ted and Melissa Piwowar
have put into this project and I
know that Eric Waltmire is up for
the challenge of continuing to produce an excellent finished product.
Lesson Learned: When you have passionate and motivated volunteers, ask
how you can help and get out of the
way. Their end product will be better than anything you would have
dreamed. Anyone out there have a
particular passion for association bylaws?

A Commitment to Service. In
college I spent a summer doing
emergency home repair in the impoverished Appalachia region of
Kentucky and served many hours
with various volunteer organizations. Then I joined the corporate
world and lost touch with that part
of myself. Then, when I first started
at DCBA, I was surprised by the
volume of people that come into our
office looking for lawyer referrals or
to sign up for Driver Improvement
School. I had not expected that I
would be helping so many people
from the community on top of
the service to our members. I was
reminded that serving the community used to be a huge part of
what I cared about. I changed my
attitude and brought in pictures
of my volunteer days to constantly
remind myself of the service opportunity that is before me every day.
Leslie Monahan is the Executive
Director of the DuPage County Bar
Association and the DuPage County
Bar Foundation. A graduate of
North Central College, she previously
worked with the Promotional Products
Association of Chicago, American
Fence Association and Coin Laundry
Association.

I have been greatly impressed by
the commitment to service that is
pervasive throughout the DuPage
County legal community. Legal
Aid, Lawyers Lending a Hand, the
Bar Foundation, Night Court and
the Pro Se Help Desk are constant
reminders of the many people in
need in our county, not what I expected when coming to work with
a bunch of lawyers, but a refreshing
surprise. Lesson Learned: Sometimes
the exception to the stereotype is actually the norm.
Networking is Important.
Holy Cannoli, does this group like
their cocktails and networking?!
Within my first month, I had attended the President’s Ball and
three Installation Dinners in a row.
My husband, at first, was less than
thrilled to handle daddy duty while
I was out sipping cocktails, but he

has come around now that he gets
to tag along on occasion. I do know
that important business is being
done at these events as you make
connections that could result in
your next big case or a future partnership. Rest assured, DCBA will
continue to provide many opportunities to facilitate these relationships. Lesson Learned: A Jack and
Coke is much less likely to make me
embarrass myself than a couple glasses
of wine (and thanks for going easy on
me at Judges’ Nite, Kevin).
Respect the History. The biggest
shock of my first week at DCBA was
with outdated office technology. We
have since updated a few key items
and are still working to update more,
all with the goal of making the office more efficient. My staff can
tell you that I don’t like the words,
“That’s how we’ve always done it”
and I think I initially pushed for
some things simply for the sake of
change, but my seasoned and excellent staff reminded me that there are
reasons things have been done the
way they have been. This can easily
happen with association events and
practices – you hear that an event
didn’t go well, one complaint from
a member, one event way over budget and it is easy to say, “let’s not do
that again.” But, I have learned that
a better response is to ask questions
- Why was it over budget? What
did we do differently? Why was the
event originally created? How many
members were happy with their experience? Change might not be the
right answer after considering all of
the facts. Lesson learned: In my quest
for change and improvement, I can’t
ignore what has occurred since 1879.
The Best Medicine. My background includes working with college students, sales people, fence in-

stallers and coin laundry operators all require a well-honed sense of humor. I wasn’t sure my humor would
be appreciated with this group, but
oh how I was quickly made aware
of things like the Grief issue of this
magazine and Judges’ Nite. I was
greatly impressed by both endeavors
(with no other association could I
say that I had been portrayed in a
musical) and my sense of humor has
been embraced, even encouraged. If
you haven’t heard, in my office there
is a lovely board of “Ruffaloisms”
– quotes from our ever eloquent
President, Steve Ruffalo. All are invited to stop in and check this out.
My current favorite: “Just because
the dog crapped on the rug doesn’t
mean we have to burn the whole
house down.” A good lesson in itself. Lesson Learned: Everyone loves to
laugh, even lawyers.
Those are just a few of my observations and lessons. Obviously, I
could have used this opportunity to
tell you that we have excellent education opportunities and membership
benefits, a great new website, etc.,
but I didn’t want to use this space
to regurgitate the member benefits
of DCBA. I wanted, instead, to give
you some insight from an outsider.
Sometimes it’s good to have a fresh
pair of eyes look at something and
tell you what they see. You might
see something that you’ve been
looking at for the last twenty years
with a whole new perspective. So,
now that I’ve finished my first year,
I invite you to tell me what you’ve
observed about DCBA. Getting
feedback from all of our members is
the only way we can keep the organization fresh and relevant and keep
all of the great things I’ve observed
going year after year. □
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ISBA Board of Governors
Meets to Discuss Lawyers
Assistance, Other Programs
By James F. McCluskey

T

he ISBA Board of Governors
met on Friday, March 11,
2011 at the Embassy Suites
Hotel in East Peoria, Illinois. The
following matters were discussed:
Tim Bertschy, former President of
the ISBA and member of the board
of the Lawyers Assistance Program,
spoke about the increasing substance
abuse and depression problems
among lawyers. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of the 85,000
lawyers in the State of Illinois are
experiencing problems with substance
abuse or depression. The budget for
the Lawyers Assistance Program is
approximately $400,000. There are
two offices in Illinois, one in Chicago
staffed with a full-time director and a
full-time clinician, and one in Alton
staffed with a full-time clinician. The
Lawyers Assistance Program plans to
have an office in Central Illinois in the
next two years.
In 1998 the ISBA approached
the Illinois Supreme Court to fund
the Lawyers Assistance Program.
The Supreme Court ordered that a
$7.00 fee be attached to the attorney’s
registration fee on an annual basis
to help fund the program. Since
that time, there has not been an
increase in the fee for the Lawyers
Assistance Program. The Lawyers
Assistance Program has requested an
additional $3.00, for a total fee of
$10.00 per attorney, in the State of
Illinois. This would then increase the
money available to the program to
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approximately $650,000 a year. By
contrast, Massachusetts has 58,000
registered lawyers and has a budget
of $900,000. The ISBA Board of
Governors voted to recommend the
increase in the annual fee.
The
Board
of
Governors
recommended that the Assembly
adopt the creation of a new program
that would create two at large seats
with no geographic limitation on the
Board of Governors. The PresidentElect, with advice and consent of the
Board of Governors, will fill the seats
in the future, while 2011-12 ISBA
President John Locallo will select
two persons to fill the initial seats. The
criteria used by the President-Elect
will be to select individuals who will
make the composition of the Board
of Governors more representative
of the Illinois practicing bar. The
persons selected are limited to serving
no more than two years. Currently,
the Board of Governors term is three
years. Each Governor is allowed to
run for a second three-year term, for
a total of six years.
The task force for the “Illinois
Lawyer Finder” recommended the
following: Revamping the on-line
service to a true “referral service,”
operating in lock step with the phone
service; Discontinuing the “basic
listing” on the service because it is not
governed by the rules of the program
and referrals cannot be tracked;
Offering referral service members
the ability to post an on-line profile

containing a photo and detailed
practice
information;
Selecting
software that will include the ability
to e-mail referral paperwork instantly
to lawyers and clients, track cases, and
conduct surveys; and
Adjusting the annual membership
fee to $100.00 to be listed in up to five
areas of law. Also, any participating
lawyer who agrees to provide a
consultation of 30 minutes may
charge no more than $25.00 to each
person through this service.
The Scope and Correlation
Comittee recommended the use of
the Uniform Bar Exam. The Uniform
Bar Exam is a relatively new format
that is prepared by the National
Conference of Bar Examiners. It
is designed to provide consistency
among jurisdictions that elect to
adopt the Uniform Bar Exam, and
James F. McCluskey, a principal of
Momkus McCluskey LLC, handles a wide
range of litigation. His areas of expertise
incorporate 30 years of experience in
contract, shareholder disputes, real
estate, partnership dissolution, and
professional liability litigation. He
is the 18th Circuit’s Governor of the
Illinois State Bar Association and Past
President of the DCBA. He received
his B.S. in Accounting from Elmhurst
College in 1976, his J.D. from Northern
Illinois University in 1979 and his LLM
(Taxation) from The John Marshall
Law School in 1988.

consists of six multi-state essay exam
questions, multi-state performance
test questions, and the multi-state bar
exam. Illinois Supreme Court Rule
704 currently requires candidates for
the Illinois Bar Exam to take some
portions of the multi-state essay
exam, multi-state performance test
and the multi-state exam. There will
be further information forthcoming
before this is approved by the Board
of Governors for submittal by the
Illinois Supreme Court.
The Board is currently seeking
nominations for the Board of
Governors Award. This award
recognizes lawyers for exemplary
service to the profession and/or
the association, and non-lawyers
for meritorious deeds or service
that significantly advances the
administration of justice or the goals
of the profession or the association.
The policy adopted by the Board of
Governors limits these awards to
three recipients per year and precludes
sitting members of the Board from
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consideration.
The Diversity Leadership Council
requested a grant for approval from
the association to become a signator
of the “Pledge for Change” of the
ABA Commission on Mental and
Physical Disability Law. The Board of
Governors voted to execute the Pledge
for Change.
Representatives of the ISBA’s new
marketing firm were introduced at
the board meeting. The new firm,
Hult Fritz Matuszak Inc. of Peoria, is
updating the ISBA’s website.
William J. Scott presented
a proposed Supreme Court rule
amendment for a Uniform Financial
Disclosure Form for Family Law. The
proposal would establish mandatory
and uniform pre-discovery disclosure
of financial information in divorce
and parentage cases. Its purposes
include reducing client expense,
reducing attorney time spent on
discovering financial information,
and bringing uniformity to the most
basic types of financial information

discovery among the jurisdictions.
This was approved in concept by the
Board.
The Public Relations Committee
presented to the Board of Governors
a recommendation to award DuPage
County Detective Dave Chiesa the
ISBA’s Law Enforcement Award. The
nomination for Detective Chiesa was
submitted by Steven M. Ruffalo,
President of the DCBA. This was
approved by the Board.
Lastly, the Illinois Bar Foundation,
through its President George F.
Mahoney, III, requested an invitation
to attend a DCBA meeting or event
to briefly discuss the work of the
Foundation and the impact of its
mission. The ISBA’s charitable
extension this year will distribute
statewide $400,000 in subsistence
to lawyers and grants to legal aid
organizations. This writer would like
to see a shift toward subsistence to
lawyers as opposed to the legal aid
organizations in the State of Illinois.
□

The law firm of Johnson Westra Broecker Whittaker & Newitt, P.C. is pleased to
announce that Karren Brower has joined the law firm as "of counsel." Karren is a
DuPage County Arbitrator, a Divorce Mediator, a Child's Representative and
Advocate. Karren is a member of the Illinois State Bar Association and the DuPage
County Bar Assocation. She is admitted to practice in the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Karren concentrates her
practice in the areas of Family Law, Paternity, Adoptions, Bankruptcy,
Real Estate, and Civil Litigation in DuPage, Kane, and Cook Counties.
The law firm maintains offices in Geneva, Carol Stream, and
Schaumburg. Karren may be reached at (630) 665-9600.
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Legal Aid Update

Pro Bono Awards Given
at Law Day Luncheon
By Brenda Carroll

T

he DuPage Legal Assistance
Foundation is proud to recognize each year those lawyers
and law firms committed to serving
the less fortunate. Without them,
the Legal Aid program could not adequately provide for the ever-increas-

ing number of residents who require
our assistance. We’ve experienced
over the years the amazing generosity
of DuPage County attorneys whose
dedication and service exemplifies the
highest ideals of the legal profession,
without any expectation of fees. For
their commitment to the
ideals of the Foundation,
to the legal profession and
to pro bono legal services,
the following attorneys
received special recognition at the DuPage
County Bar Association’s
Law Day Luncheon on
May 4, 2011.
Angela Aliota spent

Scott Berndtson

Angela Aliota

Meagan McEwen

George Frederick
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65 hours and six court appearances
representing the wife in this yearlong divorce case where her client,
who lived almost four hours away,
had been estranged from her child
for several months. Although the case
was set for trial, Angie was able to obtain a joint parenting agreement and
a nice visitation schedule for her client and resolve all of the remaining
issues. Angie graduated from Thomas
Jefferson School of Law.
Scott Berndtson practices with
Morrisroe and Associates, Ltd. in
Bloomingdale. A graduate of Chicago
Kent College of Law, Scott spent over
50 hours on a divorce case involving
domestic violence and an uncooperative pro se litigant during discovery.
Scott credits Judge Davenport, stating
this case could have been four times as
many hours if not for her, and believes
her help was invaluable. “The Judge
was unbelievable,” Scott said.
Meagan McEwen represented the
Brenda Carroll has been the DuPage
Legal Assistance Director since 1988
and on the DCBA Board of Directors
since 2004. She earned her JD at IITChicago Kent College of Law in 1986.
She was admitted in Illinois and the
Northern District in 1986 and to the
U.S. Supreme Court in 2005. She
serves as an Officer/Secretary of the
Child Friendly Courts Foundation and
is a Past President and current Board
Member of the DuPage Association of
Women Lawyers.

wife in a highly contested custody
case within a divorce where Legal
Aid provided attorneys for both sides.
Meagan spent 116 hours and eight
court appearances in this case where
custody was eventually determined
through DCFS involvement. Meagan
graduated from the University of
Dayton Law School and works for
The Chawla Group in Hinsdale.
George Frederick of Mirabella,
Kincaid, Frederick & Mirabella LLC
in Wheaton was appointed by the
Judge as Guardian ad Litem representing the best interest of three children
in a case where the parties had a difficult time communicating. George
put in over 76 hours and seven court
appearances and the parties were able
to come to a parenting agreement.
George is a graduate
of Northern Illinois
University College of
Law.

Bradley Giglio

Michelle Gardner of Botti,
Marinaccio, Ltd. in Oak Brook
handled this divorce case involving two young children, an Order of
Protection and an opposing party who
moved frequently and avoided service.
After almost 55 hours and eight court
appearances, Michelle was able to negotiate an agreement with dad and a
new order for support. Michelle is a
graduate of Chicago Kent College of
Law.
Bradley Giglio of Steven H.
Mevorah and Associates represented
his client with over 98 hours of representation and 22 court appearances in
a two-day trial. The case involved a father who suffered from extreme alienation of his children with his rights
being obstructed by the opposing
party. Bradley’s
client had tried
unsuccessfully for
years to cure the
estrangement and
see his children,
but it was not until he reached out
to Legal Aid for
assistance that his
story received a
happy ending. “It
was heartbreaking to see how
much
damage
(had been done),”
James Hanauer
said Bradley of
his client. Bradley
explained that his
client provided daycare to neighboring
children but was unable to obtain care of
his own. Fortunately,
Bradley was successful in getting courtordered visitation for
his client. Bradley
is a graduate of the
University of Illinois
College of Law.
Chantelle Potter

James Hanauer, a graduate of the
John Marshall Law School, represented Dad in a divorce and contested
custody case where Mom took off to
California with their four children.
James filed an emergency Order of
Protection for the return of the children. After two years, 50 hours and
21 court appearances, which included
a trial, James was successful in getting residential custody for Dad, who
works two jobs to make ends meet for
his children who range from 4 to 10
years of age.
Chantelle Porter – This is
Chantelle’s second pro bono award. A
2006 graduate of DePaul College of
Law, Chantelle worked in the DuPage
County Office of the Public Defender
before joining the law firm of Angel
Traub & Associates in Lombard.
Chantelle spent over 86 hours on this
contested custody case which required
16 court appearances in her representation of a client who was transitioning from the Shelter, where she lived
with her two children due to an alleged history of domestic violence,
to her own rent-assisted housing.
Chantelle was successful in reaching
an agreement on all issues regarding
custody and visitation.
Dennis Torii of the Law Office of
Torii and Vennero was one of three pro
bono attorneys assigned to a divorce
case involving “contested everything.”
Besides the question of custody, this
case had issues involving Chapter 7
and Chapter 13 bankruptcies, questions of unreported income, and mental illness leading to disability. Dennis,
a graduate of Chicago Kent College of
Law, put in 60 hours and nine court
appearances on this case.
David Watschke, a graduate of the
University of Illinois Law School, put
in over 51 hours and 13 court appearances for his client in this contested
custody case. David was able to get
residential custody for his client in
this very difficult case.
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highly contested case, Christa put in
over 96 hours and nine court appearances and was lauded by staff attorney
Melanie MacBride.
“She is single handedly responsible for
taking on a really
complicated case involving domestic violence, mental health
and extreme alienation issues and turnDavid Watschke
ing it into a successful
resolution,” Melanie
Christa Winthers
explained. Christa is a
of Mirabella, Kincaid,
graduate of Valparaiso
Frederick & Mirabella
University School of
Christa Winthers
LLC in Wheaton was
Law.
appointed by the Judge as
Jerome Spearman – (non
Guardian ad Litem representattorney). An office cannot
ing the best interest of the child in run on attorneys alone. Where would
a case where all three attorneys were our office be technically without
pro bono. An extremely sensitive and Jerome Spearman? Jerome, who owns

O

NEXT ISSUE

ur last issue for the
2010-11 year is scheduled to publish contemporaneously with the 20th
Anniversary of the DuPage
County Judicial Center. In
honor of that event, we’ve
been collecting photographs,
stories and a host of features
all looking back at the last 20
years. The photographs here
are from Jodi Henninger of
Huck Bouma P.C., whose
father, Judge Carl F.J. Henninger (pictured) was acting
chief when the building first
opened its doors in 1991.
This is just a sneak preview.
Thanks to Articles Editor
Jim McCluskey and our current Acting Chief Judge, Ken
Popejoy, this next edition
of the DCBA Brief, our July
2011 edition is packed from
cover-to-cover. □
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BJS Business and Audit Systems, is
called in from time to time via our
cry for “help” whenever a virus or
unexplained technological disaster
infects one of our computers. Quite
the technological genius, Jerome has
earned his MS, MBA and CISA. He
has also designed the Total Office
Management System, which attorney
Elizabeth Krueger calls “Tom” for
short. Tom is a complete billing and
client system which manages files and
is “very user friendly,” according to
Elizabeth. Besides being a “super nice
guy,” Jerome is easily understandable
to Luddites and tech-savvy attorneys alike. He is unbelievably patient
with those of us who aren’t the greatest when it comes to computers and
other techno-gadgets. In other words,
he’s great at explaining the unexplained! Thanks, Jerome, for keeping
our office up and running! □

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
Suburban litigation firm located in Elmhurst,
Illinois seeks an attorney with 0-1 years of
commercial litigation and/or business transaction experience. Excellent oral and written
communication skills are required along with
sound judgment and strategic thinking ability. The position provides an exceptional opportunity for candidates seeking a high level
of responsibility and diverse workload. Our
firm is committed to providing a hospitable
environment for lawyers and staff. Please fax
cover letter, resume, and writing sample to
630-833-6855.
LEGAL ASSISTANT
Suburban litigation firm located in Elmhurst,
Illinois seeks an experienced legal assistant or
paralegal. The ideal candidate should possess
litigation and/or business transaction experience, a strong working knowledge of court procedures, and the ability to work independently.
Please fax resume and salary requirements to
630-833-6855.
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER
- Illinois School District U-46
Provide in-house legal services to the Superintendent, designated staff, and Board of Education, including representation and research.
Responsible for labor relations including negotiations of labor contracts with District bargaining units. Experience: Three years experience in
public education. Three years experience in the
public or private practice of law dealing with legal issues of local, state, federal government, or
public school agencies. Minimum five years experience in labor relations. Application Process:
To view a full job description and/or to submit
an online application, please visit our website:
www.U-46.org. Please contact Mireya Perez
for additional info, 847-888-5000 x6007.

Legal Nurse Consultants
A Medical Legal Consulting Firm
Kafka & Associates
2345 Shiloh Drive
Aurora,IL 60503
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Classifieds
WHY WASTE TIME?
Very experienced Per Diem attorney available
to cover any type of court appearance, i.e., motions, trial calls, pre-trials, status calls, case management conference, etc., at any courthouse in
Cook, Lake, McHenry, Kane, DuPage, Will,
Grundy, DeKalb, Kendall, Boone, Winnebago
and Kankakee Counties, etc. Emergency calls
are fine. I may be briefed by phone and material faxed. Very reasonable fee. Law clerking
services available-will handle filings, etc. Please
call Karen Lake at (312) 726-6920.

WHEATON
Office building for sale. Free Standing two
story masonry building. 95% leased. 6,400
sq ft. Ideally located close to DuPage County
Government Center, Central DuPage Hospital, Downtown Wheaton & Winfield. Asking
$850,000. Virtual Tour: www.tjproperties.
com. (847) 680-4740.

ITASCA LAW OFFICE
Offices & Suite available with reception area,
including enclosed storage area. Use of Conference rooms, copier & kitchen. Furniture
available for purchase. Ample parking. Excellent Location. (630) 760-4612
WHEATON
Single office for rent. Approximately 15.5 ft x
19.75 ft. Shared conference and lunch room.
Asking $450. One month free. Includes all
utilities and common area maintenance. Virtual Tour: www.tjproperties.com. (847) 6804740.

Rimkus Consulting
Group, Inc.
999 Oakmont
Plaza Drive
Suite 550
Westmont, IL 60559
Phone: (630) 321-1846
Fax: (630) 321-1847
kastanton@rimkus.com
www.rimkus.com

Taylor Rees Beckey
Forensic accounting. Expert opinion.

Providing hard numbers. Easily.SM

1-800-773-2727

Tony Rees CPA, ABV, CFF Dennis Taylor CPA, MBA, ABV, CFF

CPAABV.COM

WHEATON
Park East Office Suites
Individual Private Offices			
Conference Rooms
Personalized Phone Answering		T1 Internet Connection
Voice Mail & Patching			
Complete Business Services
Corporate Identity Program			
Ample Parking
Includes All Utilities			
Convenient to Tollway
Call Donna at (630) 653-9909 www.parkeastoffices.com
1755 So. Naperville Rd., Suite 100, Wheaton, IL 60189

D & R Couriers
Summons/Subpoena
Service Station to
Station; Lawyer to
Lawyer;
Lawyer to Court
(630) 890-1807-Dave
or (630) 890-1925 Renee
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WHERE TO BE IN JUNE:

The DCBA Officers and
Directors Installation Dinner

S

Directors’ Awards. Robert Jones
will be given the coveted Ralph J.
Gabric Award. “Bob is someone who
embodies the traits for which this
award was created,” said incoming
Second Vice President, Pat Hurley,
who has now been working with Jones
at Huck Bouma for over 11 years.
“He’s been a stalwart member of the
Bar Association for some 35 years. He’s
one of these people who is just larger
than life. He speaks well of others
but is himself self-deprecating. He’s a
lawyer’s lawyer, a fierce advocate, and
a wonderful guy.”
McLaughlin, who will be starting
her tenure as DCBA President at the
Installation
Dinner
promises “a preview of
what to expect” in the
bar association this next
year, saying that she
plans to dispense with
the normal keynote
speech which generally
marks these events
in favor of a film and
other features being
developed by Matt
Winters of Online
Video Concepts. The
film uses video clips to
Right: President Elect Colleen McLaughlin with DCBA Executive Direc- touch on points “along
tor Leslie Monahan; Left: a scene from last year’s Installation Dinner.
the path lawyers travel
teve Ruffalo will be handing
over the gavel to his successor,
Colleen McLaughlin, as she
starts her term as DCBA President,
at the Installation Dinner on June
9, 2011 at the Hyatt Lodge in Oak
Brook. McLaughlin will be sworn in
that night along with the DCBA’s
other officers for 2011-12, President
Elect Sharon Knobbe, Second
Vice President Pat Hurley, and the
winner of this year’s election for Third
Vice President as well as three new
members of the Board of Directors.
Awards to members from this last
year will also be announced at the
Installation Dinner, including the

from law school to jury verdict.”
McLaughlin said the presentation
should be “fun to watch” and that her
presentation will involve “looking at
why we do what we do as lawyers.”
This is the first time the Installation
Dinner is being held at the Hyatt
Lodge in Oak Brook, an idyllic
location with valet parking. A cocktail
reception will start at 6:00 pm,
followed by a dinner consisting of
spinach salad, a herb crusted chicken
entree, with liquid chocolate ganache
creme brulee for dessert. Advanced
registration is required. Please visit
dcba.org or contact Sue Makovec at
(630) 665-1281 to RSVP. The cost is
$75 per person. □

The DCBA BRIEF is the Journal of the DuPage County Bar Association (“DCBA”). Unless otherwise stated, all content herein is the
property of the DCBA and may not be reprinted in whole or in part without the express permission of the DCBA. ©2011 DCBA.
Opinions and positions expressed in articles appearing the DCBA BRIEF are those of the authors and not necessarily those of
the DCBA or any of its members. Neither the authors nor the publisher is rendering legal or other professional advice and this
publication is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. PUBLICATION GUIDELINES: All submitted materials are subject to
acceptance and editing by the Editorial Board of the DCBA BRIEF. Material submitted to the DCBA BRIEF for possible publication
must conform with the DCBA BRIEF’s Writers Guidelines which are available at dcbabrief.org. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION:
All advertising is subject to approval. Approval and acceptance of an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement or
representation of any kind by the DCBA or any of its members. CONTACT INFORMATION: All Articles, comments, criticisms and
suggestions should be directed to the editors at email@dcbabrief.org.
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Coverage That’s

Right For You!

More than 150,000 attorneys trust CNA,
the largest writer of Lawyers Professional Liability Insurance in the
nation, for their coverage needs. Exclusively offered through Pearl
in Illinois, our program provides you with one of the broadest, most
reliable plans on the market today.

One or more of the CNA companies provide the products and/or services described. The information is intended to present a
general overview for illustrative purposes only. CNA is a service mark registered with the United States Patent and Trademark
Office. Copyright © 2010 CNA. All rights reserved. Pearl is the exclusive agent for CNA LPL in IL.
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www.pearlinsurance.com/lpl | 800.322.2488
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